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Executive summary
1.1

Overview
Ey was engaged by the NSW Environment Protection Authority (NSW EPA) to assess the costs
households face when disposing of asbestos containing material (ACM) in NSW. A key objective of
this assessment was to determine the significance of the NSW Waste Levy in overall costs to the
householder when disposing of ACM under a range of scenarios, from small-scale removal by
households to contractor-led demolition and rebuild of an entire residence. The impact of HADS on
the disposal costs experienced by households is examined in detail.

1.2

This report
This report sets out the following:
Background: to the current management of asbestos waste and the ongoing issue of illegal
disposal of asbestos in NSW

Approach: to assessing ACM disposal costs for householders in NSW
Findings and recommendations: for examining a range of scenarios for household ACM
disposal, and determining the cost of disposal relative to wider costs
Conclusions and next stePs

1.3

Findings
The Waste Levy typically represents a small cost for households disposing of small
amounts of asbestos outside of HADS
Disposing of SOkg would incur levy fees of between $3.21 (regional) to $6.05
(metropolitan), compared to overall tip fees of $9.00-$40.00 (regional) and $1 71-$358

(metropolitan).

Landfill pricing structures, specifically minimum gate fees, drive high costs for small
household asbestos disPosal
Minimum gate fees can impose significantly greater costs than the waste levy for small-scale
household asbestos disposal. This impact is greatest where the minimum gate fee threshold
is high, and/or where the amount disposed is small. For example, minimum gate fees can
represent up to 93% of disposal costs for 5okg of ACM at a metropolitan landfill: this impact
is typically smaller at regional landfills, due to differing minimum pricing structures.
The mqjority of the asbestos disposal cost reductions seen under the Householders'
Asbestos Disposal Scheme (HADS) were from reduced gate fees
ln regional areas, HADS resulted in an overall landfill disposal mst reduction of 62% (versus
non-HADS pricing), increasing to 7B% for small-scale disposal (1OOkg or less) versus nonHADS costs. The mqjority of this reduction occurred through altered pricing structures
under HADS, including both altered per-tonne disposal rates, and altered minimum price
thresholds. Cost reductions due to avoided levy fees were a minor component: avoided levy
fees accounted for 42Yo of tolal cost reductions under HADS, but only 2O% of the cost
reduction for small scale (<=1Ookg) ACM disposal under HADS'

Private costs associated with household asbestos waste disposal (kits, transport, etc.)
add to the total cost of disposal, but further reduce the significance of the waste levy
Personal protective equipment, ACM handling materials (bags, etc.) and transport all add to
the costs of household disposal of asbestos. These costs can be many times the landfill

2
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disposal cost, further reducing the relative importance of the waste levy in overall costs. The
inclusion of non-landfill related costs reduces the relative difference in costs between sites
as non-landfill costs come to dominate total DIY disposal costs for households: this effect
tends to be greatest at regional sites (except where kits are given away for free).

Non-levy costs dominate contractor costs for small scale asbestos disposal. Levy fees for
large scale asbestos disposal are material, but remain a minor component of overall
project (renovation or rebuild) costs
When evaluating renovation costs for householders and contractors, the impact of the levy
on overall cost is minimal. The vast mqjority of costs are not prescribed by the EPA, such as
cost of contractors, or costs determined by individual landfills.
Cost incentives for contractors to illegally dispose of waste are much broader than the
waste levy
lllegal asbestos waste disposal by contractors would allow them to avoid paying the waste
levy. However, contractors would also avoid a range of other costs, including gate fees,
transport msts and labour costs (time). As the levy is a minor component of the overall
disposal costs, it is unlikely to be the primary or a mqjor driver of illegal disposal.

Potential next steps for NSW EPA
This report has considered the cost structure of asbestos disposal in a range of locations in NSW
with the results suggesting that the waste levy is a minor contributor to the overall costs faced by
householders (either directly or via contractors) disposing of asbestos waste. Given this, it is
recommended that the NSW EPA:
Assess the impact on the HADS scheme
While this report assesses the costs under & outside HADS, further analysis is required to
understand the impact of HADS on ACM disposal rates and the prevalence of illegal disposal.

Explore opportunities to alter landfill pricing structures
The EPA should work with councils to remove disincentives to small scale ACM disposal

through reform ofgate fee price structures.

[f

HADS-style cost reductions continue] Evaluate different mechanisms for making
support available to households, in particular linking HADS access to use of the EPA
Waste Tracking app
This would simultaneously improve targeting of the scheme, knowledge and communication,
and data capture.
Charge the waste levy to the householder/contractor as an upfront fee
This would further reduce the "sticker shock" of disposal costs at the landfill, by spreading
costs over time.
Further explore the core drivers of illegal disposal
Price is likely to bejust one of a range of factors that drive illegal disposal of ACM. Landfill
and contractor availability, together with other drivers noted in this report, are all likely to
play a role.

3
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2.1

The Waste Levy
The Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997 (POEO Act) requires certain licensed waste
facilities in NSW to pay a contribution for each tonne of waste received at the facility. Referred to as
the 'waste levy', this contribution is a key policy tool used in NSW to reduce the amount of waste
being landfilled, and to promote recycling and resource recovery. With limited exceptions (VENM
and shredder floc), the waste levy is applied regardless of the type or class of \ /aste received for
disposal.
The waste levy applies to regulated area of NSW, including the Sydney metropolitan area, the
lllawarra and Hunter regions, the central and north coast local government areas to the Queensland
border as well as the Blue Mountains, Wingecarribee and Wollondilly local government areas. For the
2O14-15 financial year, the waste levy for the Metropolitan Levy Area was $1 20.90 per tonne
disposed, and $65.4O per tonne disposed for the Regional Levy Areas.

2.2

Asbestos waste in NSW
Under the POEO Act, asbestos waste is defined as any waste that contains asbestos, and the NSW
EPA regulates the management and disposal of asbestos. Although the manufacture of products

containing asbestos in Australia was banned in 2003, there is a significant legacy of asbestos
containing materials (ACM) in the NSW built environment, with an estimated one in three buildings
containing asbestos. Asbestos management presents unique challenges, with ACM present in many
long-lived manufactured products from the 1960's and '70's. The disposal of asbestos fits into the
wider NSW waste management framework, including application and administration of the waste
levy.

It has been suggested that asbestos has a comparatively high cost of disposal compared to other
waste types, and that this is a significant driver for the illegal dumping of household asbestos waste.
However, the costs of disposal vary depending on the type and quantity of material. While
recognised as a hazardous material, non-fibrous asbestos is typically considered to be of limited risk
so long as it is not disturbed, and is appropriately maintained. ln NSW, householders are legally able
to remove up to 1Om2 of ACM (typically Fibro) from a house, so long as it is disposed of lawfully.

2.3

lllegal disposal of asbestos waste
Disposal of asbestos waste in unlicensed facilities (illegal disposal) is an ongoing area of concern for
the NSW EPA. While greed and ignorance have previously been used to capture the fundamental

drivers of poor environmental behaviourl , a combination of cost, lack of education, competition,
proximity to lawful disposal facilities and other factors are likely contributors to the illegal disposal
of asbestos. Cost, and in particular the waste levy component of the cost of disposing of asbestos,
has been specifically raised as a barrier to lawful disposal.
To address this, the NSW EPA has initiated a state-wide illegal disposal strategy which includes
among other programs, the Householders'Asbestos Disposal Scheme (HADS - see 2.3.2). The
1

Grabosky 2OO3: 237), cited in Environmental Crime in Australia (Australian lnstitute of Criminology, Report

1Oe).
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analysis included in this report focusses on the costs of ACM disposal, and not wider societal, policy
or criminal drivers of illegal asbestos disposal.

2.3.1

Waste levy review
A review of the waste levy was undertaken in 2012 by KPMG2. This review found no evidence to
support a direct link between the waste levy and illegal dumping. The report recommended that the
waste levy should not be removed from asbestos waste, as it would enable exploitation of the
exemption by contaminating other waste with asbestos to evade the waste levy.
However, there remains a perception, particularly from local councils, that the waste levy is one of
the key factors that leads to the illegal disposal and dumping of asbestos waste in NSW.

2.3.2

HADS Scheme
The aim of the Householders' Asbestos Disposal Scheme (HADS) was to trial ways to make it
cheaper and easier for householders to dispose of asbestos waste in USW'. fne program started on
1 July 2O14 and ran for 'l 2 months, with a small number of projects continuing beyond the 1 2

month period.
The NSW EPA committed $8OO,0OO to fund councils to explore the impact of cheaper asbestos
disposal on rates of illegal dumping. Under the trial 23 councils received EPA funding to use
different methods to offer cheaper asbestos disposal to householders. Methods included waiving
the waste levy, subsidising asbestos removal safety kits, reducing tip fees and offering free
disposal.
The aim of the NSW EPA in conducting the trial was to:
assess whether the waste levy is a key motivator encouraging the illegal dumping of
asbestos.
ldentify the most effective way to improve asbestos disposal for home renovators.
gain a better understanding of asbestos disposal behaviours in NSW and how to influence
them to encourage lawful disposal.

.

o
o

2.4

This report
This report explores the costs of lawful asbestos disposal in NSW, with a focus on the costs facing
householders seeking to dispose of small quantities of asbestos. A number of scenarios are used to
set out the costs of disposal, including the costs of disposal at a licensed facility, the wider costs
associated with removal (personal protective equipment, asbestos handling materials, etc.), and
costs associated with contractor-led removal, and removal associated with larger-scale activities
such as renovations or building demolition and re-build.
The key findings of the report, together with suggested next steps, are based on the analysis of
costs normally incurred when disposing of asbestos at selected landfills included in this study.
Where relevant, comparison to costs incurred under the HADS scheme is made.
While this report is not itself a review of the impact of HADS on domestic asbestos disposal, the
altered costs faced by households under the HADS scheme can be contrasted to those costs that
they would typically have been exposed to for the disposal of asbestos.
Review of the NSW Waste and Environment Levy, KPMG, J une 2O12. httpi/ lv{Nw.epa. nsw.gov.aulresources/wasteregulation/waste-levyreview-report.pdf
2

3

5

Householders' Asbestos Disposal Scheme, NSW EPA. http://www.epa.nsw.gov.aulwastegrants/house-asbestos-dispose.htm
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Approach and data sources
the NSW EPA to assess asbestos disposal costs for householders in NSW. A key
objective of this assessment is to determine the proportional cost of the levy to the householder in
disposing of household asbestos waste under a range of scenarios, from small-scale removal by
residents to contractor-led demolition and rebuild of an entire residence.
EY was engaged by

EY's approach is set out below:

Task 1: Preliminary discussion

with EPA staff at the commencement of the engagement, to
confirm common understanding of the objectives, set out the project approach. and confirm timing
EY organised a teleconference meeting

and communication protocols.
Task 2: Existing data
EY assessed the information provided by the EPA, and followed up with queries.
Task 3: External data collection
ln addition to the data provided by EPA, EY conducted limited enquires (typically telephone
interviews) to confirm the common practices for disposing of asbestos contaminated waste and to
cross-check the cost of data associated with both household renovation projects and contractor
asbestos disposal costs.
Task 4: Data analysis
Using the data obtained from tasks 2 and 3 above, EY examined a range of scenarios for household
asbestos generation and disposal to determine the cost of lawful asbestos disposal relative to wider
costs.

3.1

HADS data provision
The NSW EPA provided EY with landfill pricing data, and asbestos disposal data under HADS, for a
range of landfills participating in HADS. The data covered councils and related landfills in regional
and metropolitan areas (Table 1) for the twelve months (July 201 4 to June 201 5) that the scheme
was in operation, including:
The standard costs of disposal at each landfill
The cost to the resident under HADS
The amount of ACM disposed of by each person arriving at the landfill
For more information on the different types of costs mnsidered as part of this assessment, refer to
Appendix B.

6
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Table

1

: List of regional and metropolitan landfills in NSW

Kogarah & Partners

ln addition to the ACM disposal data summarised in , NSW EPA provided minimum pricing structures
for waste disposal that have been adopted by a range of landfill facilities (Table 2Error! Reference
source not found.). These price structures were used to understand core cost drivers for both
regional and metropolitan landfill sites'

Table 2: List of minimum charges, per landfill

Regional

Kvoole

Kvoole

$8 for lOOkq and below

Lismore

Wvrallah Road

o

$20 for 80kq and below
$33.00 per approved bag
- no weioht oiven
$8 for 1OOkq and below
o

Richmond Vallev

Nammoona

o

o

Shoalhaven

West Nowra

o

$34 for l Oko and below
o

Clarence Vallev
Kempsey

Grafton
Crescent Head

$8 for SOkq and below
0

Tweed

Stotts Creek

0

Waqqa

Greqadoo

0

1 tonne

WSRADS

Veolia

0.3 tonne

1 tonne

Kogarah &

SITA Lucas Heiqhts

O.5 tonne

1 tonne

Partners

SITA Elizabeth Drive

0.5 tonne

1 tonne

Metropolitan

Using the above data as a starting point, the following analysis was undertaken:
Regional data versus metropolitan data
For regional areas, comparison of different councils to understand the different cost
structures at each council
Analysis of asbestos disposal costs under the HADS scheme
Component of the levy for small disposalof waste versus large

;
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3,2

External data collection
ln addition to the data provided above, EY undertook external data collection to obtain the following
data.
Telephone interviews with contractors: EY conducted limited enquiries to confirm our
understanding of the common practices for disposing of asbestos-contaminated waste, and crosscheck the cost data associated with both household renovation projects and asbestos disposal costs.
On average it was found that disposal costs were cheaper in the regional areas compared to the
Metropolitan areas. ln Grafton for example, it cost approximately between $400 to $600 to remove
and dispose of 10m2 of asbestos waste; however, there could be strong regional price drivers, with
costs in Sydney potentially double this amount. ln Grafton, to demolish, remove and dispose of a
houseo it costs $15,OOO to $21,000. This information was applied when comparing small-scale
versus large-scale renovation scenarios. lt was also applied to the disposal by households versus
disposal by contractor analYsis.

Household Disposal Kits: EY undertook desktop research to find out the costs of household disposal
kits in the different regions. Supporting information was also provided by NSW EPA. Householders
disposing of less than 1Om2 are able to take advantage of a Householder Asbestos Kit. Some kits
provided by Councils were subsidised by EPA and pafticipating Councils under the HADS program
while others remained the same cost: the content of the kits also changed by region. This was
broadly reflected in the cost of the kits. For example, household disposal kits in Clarence Valley and
Kyogle are provided free, but do not include disposal costs i.e. householders had to pay when they
got to the landfill, ln Lismore City, the kits cost $120, but this cost includes the final disposal cost. lt
is important to note that the normal kit price reflects the real cost of the kit and not the costs under
the HADS Scheme. lnformation on the asbestos disposal kits is available in Table 3 below, with

further details on kit contents in Annex A.
Table 3: Household disposal kits pricing with and without the HADS scheme

Council
Kyogle

Richmond Valley
Clarence Valley

Normal

Subsidised price

price

under HADS

$50

Free

$1 50

Free

$100

Free

Ballina Shire

$78
$1 50

Byron Shire

$1

Shire

50

$50

$132.30

Lismore

$1

s0

$1

Purchasing kit included free
disposal

20

Free

$i 50
$1

50

Transport costs: Transport of asbestos to a disposal facility also imposes costs on DIY and
contractor disposalalike. EY's researched the average size of the council regions and determined
that the average fuel consumption costs per 1Ookm would be approximately $20. These costs have
been incorporated into the final disposal costs analysis.
Three bedroom house

B
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ACM disposal costs and cost drivers
The cost of disposing of asbestos waste varies considerably depending on location, the amount of
waste being disposed, and the circumstances under which it is disposed of (from small-scale
household removals to full demolition and rebuild). As a result, the relative and absolute
contribution of different costs to the overall cost of disposal can viary widely'

This analysis sets the cost of disposal in context, exploring the main drivers behind asbestos disposal
costs under a range of scenarios. Where appropriate, speciflc pricing structures adopted by landfill
operators have been used as an example for further analysis.

4.1

The costs of asbestos removal
Many factors influence the cost of asbestos, beyond obvious drivers such as the amount of asbestos
to be removed. A summary of costs involved in the removal and disposal of asbestos broken down by
Dly projects versus contractor-led projects is shown in Table 4. Note the costs provided are
approximations only and can vary depending on the type of asbestos removial required'

Table 4: Disposal costs of ACM for DIY (<10m2) versus contractor-led renovations outside the HADS
Scheme

5

Costs

Levy fee 2014-15
(as of July 1)*

Tip fee (Averages)

Greater Metro Area (SYdneY,
lllawarra, Hunter): $1 20.gO/t
Regional and Extended

Regulated

Greater Metro Area (SydneY,
lllawarra, Hunter): $1 20.90/t
Regional and Extended Regulated

Area: $65.40/t

Area: $65.40/t

Greater Metro Area (SYdneY,
lllawarra, Hunter) : $1 28.43lt

Greater Metro Area (SydneY,
lllawarra, Hunter) : $1 38.30/t

Regional and Extended

Regulated

Regional and Extended Regulated

Area: $1 19.72/t
$73.15/t
for ACM disposal, with an average
10okm
$20 for an average round-trip of
fuel consumption of 1 3.71l1OOkm.

Area:
Transport
Pre and post

removal
inspections or air

$1

000 - $1 500***

monitoring
analvsis

contractor

fees**

$250 - $6,000

Asbestos Removal

$50 - $1 50

Safetv Kits****
Tools and

equ.pment

'

$2OO -

$1OOO****

lncluded in the contractor's fee
lncluded in the contractor's fee

http://www.epa. n$\,. gor.aulwastegrants/house'asbestos-qa.htm
licenses fees, PPE, equipment costs etc. and less than 1 om2 of ACM remor'al
Over and abo/e the contractor fees
*,**The range prorided includes small scale equipment such as vacuums to a self-contained decortamination unit

'*lniludes

*

"

5
http://www.asbestosremovalouide.com/asbestos-removal-cost/
20520-1 vzel.html
http://www.canberratimes.com.aulact-news/Daying-the-price-for-asbestos-removal-2O1
http://www.abc.net.aulnews/201 2-09-O3/fears-asbestos-removal-cost-will-be-too-high/4240848

9
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Under the HADS scheme, the NSW EPA waived the waste levy on domestic asbestos during the
A

period of the trial". While it is not the purpose of this assessment to examine the performance of the
HADS trial or the impact it may have had on asbestos waste disposal rates, the HADS scheme did
have a significant impact on landfill disposal costs. The exact cost impact varied by location, as
different landfill operators implemented the HADS scheme in different ways (both in terms of pricing
structures as well as the administrative approach to implementation). A summary of key features of

the HADS scheme by landfill operator/region is set out in Table 5.

Table 5: Key features of HADS implementation

Council/
Organisation

HADS tip
fee/tonne
incl. GST
excl. levy

Normaltlp
fee/tonne
incl. GST
excl. levy

$1 55

$205

NormalMin

HADS

Charge

Min
Charge

HADS Saving

pertonne
(includes
avoided levY

Regional
Clarence

$8 for

SOkg

$20 for 80kg

$292.60

Kempsey

Shire
$B for 100k9
and below

$115.40

and below

and below

$33 per
approved bag
- no weight

$358

$8 for 100k9
and below

$80

Kyogle

$BO

$94.60

Lismore

$200

$254.60

$1 20

$146.30

$154.60

$73.70

Richmond
Shoalhaven

$1

02

$3a lOkg

$169.10

$187.90

and below

Tweed Shire

$85

$231

Wagga

Veolia

SITA .

$98.80

$118.40
1 tonne

$231

s128.40
$165.10

s229.60
$165.10

$38.53
$82.55

$229.67
$165.10

222.10
$120.90

$165.10

$3s2

$82.55

$165.10

$307.80

Elizabeth

Drive
SITA - Lucas

Heights
Note: HADS saving per tonne applicable to single loads of one tonne or more; for smaller loads, cost
savings under the HADS scheme may vary due to the impact of minimum pricing thresholds.

b-

1

http://www.epa.nsw. gov.aulwastegrants/house-asbestos-dispose. htm
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Asbestos disposa! and costs under HADS
The ACM disposal data collected by landfills during the HADS trial provides an insight into the source
of ACM (do-it-yourself (or DIY) disposal, or contractor-led disposal), as well as the impact of different
aspects ofthe HADS pricing structures on the overall costs incurred by households and contractors.
These aspects of the HADS data are explored below

ACM disposal under HADS: contractor-led and DIY
The asbestos disposal data provided by the EPA included records for both DIY projects and
contractor-led projects. Contractor-led disposal accounted for a significantly larger amount of
asbestos deposited in landfills in the council areas of Tweed, Shoalhaven, Richmond Valley and
Lismore compared to Wagga Wagga, Kyogle, Kempsey and Clarence Valley (Figure 1). Where
available, contractor asbestos disposal charges were included in the data provided; however, many
contractors did not disclose how much they charged for asbestos disposal. No financial data was

given for renovations performed by contractors in the metropolitan area, therefore this analysis
only takes into account the data provided by contractors in regional areas.

Figure

1

: Proportion of ACM disposed by contractor versus households (DlY) in regional landfills (by weight)

Overall cost impact of HADS
Across the trial period, costs for ACM disposal under HADS at the eight regional landfills of Kyogle,
Tweed, Richmond, Shoalhaven, Clarence Valley, Wagga Wagga, Lismore and Kempsey, were
compared to the costs that would have been incurred in the absence of HADS. This analysis
compares the costs experienced by households and contractorc disposing of waste at these landfills
under the HADS scheme, and compares this to the costs they u/ould have faced outside of HADS if

the same waste disposals had been made7.
7

'

Given the premise that landfillcosts are a barrier to lawful disposal, this assumption that disposal rates are the same with
or without HADS may not be fully realised in practice: further research vvould be needed to understand the volume
implications of HADS. The breakdown of cost reductions between "tip fee" and "minimum charge" is approximate, as there
are interactions between these two aspects of price that prevent them being assessed in isolation.

1

1
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Applying the HADS and non-HADS pricing structures to the waste disposals at the regional landfills,
it is estimated that HADS resulted in a 62o/o decrease in total landfill disposal costs faced by
households and contractors (Figure 2, left hand side): 57% of this cost reduction was due to changes
in the implementation of HADS-specific pricing structures at the landfills, with the balance (430/o)
due to avoided waste levy fees.
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Figure 2: Bread-down of cost savings under HADS - all regional disposals (left hand side) and disposals of
less than lOOkg (right hand side)

Considering small asbestos disposal (1OOkg or less of asbestos waste), the impact of HADS was even
greater. For these small-scale household disposals, HADS resulted in a 78% decrease in costs for
small scale household disposal (Figure 2, right hand side), with the benefit overuvhelmingly arising
from altered pricing structures (80%) rather than avoided levy fees (zoyo).

further insights arise from this analysis. Firstly, the importance of avoided levy fees in overall
cost reductions, while representing a minority of overall cost reductions in both circumstances, has
proportionally less significance for smaller ACM disposal amounts. Secondly, minimum pricing
thresholds have a far greater impact on small-scale disposal than larger disposal: reform of
minimum pricing structures under HADS was responsible for almost three-quarters of the savings
seen in regional ACM disposal under HADS (with changes to per-tonne tip fees, and the levy waiver,
accounting for the balance of savings).
Two
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These findings, together with analysis presented elsewhere in Section 4, suggest that there should
be careful consideration of the incentives created by altered pricing structures, and how these may
relate to rates of illegal asbestos disposal,

4.3

Scenario analysis
The previous section has examined the actual disposal data, and associated costs, incurred for ACM
disposal under HADS, This section broadens out the analysis, examining the costs that would occur
under the following scenarios:

1. Small scale household ACM disposal excluding personal costs (<10m2)
2. Smallscale household ACM disposal including personalcosts (<10m2)
3. Small scale renovation
a. Householder-led
b. Contractor-led
4. Large scale renovation (contractor-led)

4.3.1

Sma!!-scale household ACM disposal excluding personal costs
ln NSW, householders can remove up to 10m2 of ACM (typically asbestos fibre reinforced concrete
panels, or Fibro) without any licensing requirement, so long as the material is removed in a lawful
manner and disposed of lawfully. Removal of small amounts of asbestos such as this is likely to arise
from household renovations (e.g. removal of small amounts of asbestos as part of a bathroom,
kitchen and laundry renovation), as we as small amounts of "legacy" asbestos that may be
informally stored at residential properties.
Under this scenario, the costs associated with disposal of asbestos are considered from the
fol lowi ng perspectives :
Facility cost comparison of disposal only charges
Facility cost comparison of disposal charges plus private costs
Cost of disposal of 5m2 (-50k9) - comparison of regulatory and personal costs
DIY costs for Metropolitan and Regional Levy areas

Minimum pricing can drive costs for small residential disposal (Grafton as an example)
Minimum pricing results in high per-tonne disposal costs for DIY asbestos removal
This analysis considers the costs households face for the disposal of Sokg of ACM at the landfill
facility outside HADS in (the tip fees and waste levy - Figure 3) and under HADS (the tip fee only as
the levy was raraived - Figure 4) associated with DIY asbestos disposal. This comparison across
councils shorus the degree to which local council pricing policies drive differences in disposal costs
(as

1

3

the levy is applied equally across all landfills, based on their regional or metropolitan location).
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4.3.1.1 Costs outside HADS
Standard waste disposal costs at landfills included in this report vary widely. Under HADS, in the
metropolitan region, disposal costs are the highest for SITA - Lucas Heights, followed by Veolia and
SITA- Elizabeth Drive. For all three landfills, the high minimum charge threshold is what drives this
high disposal cost: this is exacerbated by high pr-tonne disposal fees. at Lucas Heights and Veolia.

At the regional landfills, Wagga Wagga has the highest disposal costs due to its high minimum
charge threshold, compounded by a relatively high per-tonne disposal fee. At the same time, Wagga
Wagga is the only landfillthat has no levy outside HADS.
Shoalhaven has the lowest minimum price threshold; however, the structuring of this price threshold
is inconsistent with its wider tip fees. For the purposes of this study, it was assumed that $34 was
also the minimum charge for 5okg. Across Tweed, Richmond Valley and Lismore there are no
minimum price thresholds: these facilities had three of the four lowest costs for small-scale disposal

outside of HADS.
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Figure 3: Landfill costs for SOkg of ACM, per landfill outside HADS
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4.3.1.2 Costs under HADS
The disposal cost of Sokg of ACM under HADS is shown in Figure 4, reflecting the three sources of
cost reduction for ACM disposal under HADS:
Removal of the levy

o
.
.

Altered minimum pricing thresholds
Altered per-tonne disposal rates

Under HADS, minimum charges at landfills drives costs for all metropolitan landfills with SITA Lucas Heights and SITA - Elizabeth Drive have the same charges. For the SITA sites, minimum
charges are responsible for 90% of the total cost of disposing of Sokg of ACM: for Veolia, it is 82%,
Compared to non-HADS pricing, the cost of ACM disposal under HADS is lower for all regional
councils. For Kempsey and Wagga Wagga council areas, disposal of ACM is free under HADS as
there is no levy or minimum charging threshold, while for other areas minimum prices and levy costs
vary significantly. Minimum charging pricing structures were implemented at eight of the eleven
landfill facilities outside HADS and five of the eleven under HADS. ln the case of the levy, Wagga
Wagga is the only facility not charging the levy outside of HADS, compared to no levy for all facilities

under HADS.
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Figure 4: Landfill costs for SOkg of ACM, per landfill under HADS
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4.3.2 Small-scale household ACM disposal including personal costs
Households typically incur a range of costs in addition to those imposed by landfills when disposing
of asbestos waste, including transport and fuel consumption and asbestos safety kits8. While these
costs are not imposed by the landfill, it would be difficult for the householder to avoid at least some
of these costs while lawfully and safely removing and disposing of ACM. The additional costs
considered in this analysis include fuel consumption, as well as the price of the asbestos kit which
includes all the personal protective equipment needed to safely remove asbestos. Asbestos disposal
kit contents and prices by region have been included in Table 3: for some councils, the landfill fees
were waived on purchasing the asbestos kits.e.

4.3.2.1 Costs outside HADS
For metropolitan councils, disposal costs for 5okg of ACM outside of HADS are highest at the SITALucas Heights site. The minimum charge continues to dominate these costs with personal costs

making up only 30% of total costs for this council.
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Figure 5: Private and landfillcosts for 5Okg of ACM, per landfill outside HADS

o

As no asbestos kit prices were provided for Veolia, Lucas Heights, Elizabeth Drive and Shoalhaven, the prices were
assumedto be $150.
o

This includes Richmond Valley, Wagga Wagga, Lismore, Kempsey Shire, Ballina Shire and Byron Shire. For other councils in
this study it is assumed that landfill fees were not waived.
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Across the regional councils, personal costs dominate the total costs for most councils, accounting
for between 7O% and almost 1OO% of overall costs. The minimum pricing structure for threshold for
Shoalhaven plays an important role in making this the highest cost regional site for disposal under

this scenario.

4.3.2.2 Costs under HADS
Under HADS, the costs of asbestos kits still dominate total costs for most councils; however, kits
were provided free under HADS for Kygole, Clarence Valley, Kempsey and Wagga Wagga. As a result
the largest cost for these councils is transport and fuel.
Purchasers of kits in Richmond Valley and Lismore further benefit from landfill disposal fees being
waived (in addition to waste levy fees being waived). However, it is important to note here that for
Richmond Valley and Lismore Councils, where residents choose not to purchase the asbestos kits
they will have to pay the tip fees for disposal or ACM. This would cost a Richmond resident $7 and a
Lismore resident $10 (plus fuel costs). This is much lower than the cost they would have to pay for
the asbestos kit in order to be able to access free disposal of ACB. However, this low cost is under
the assumption that they would already have access to all the material provided in the asbestos kit

for the safe disposal of ACM.
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Figure 6: Private and landfillcosts for 5Okg of ACM, per landfill under HADS
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4.4

Smal I -sca le renovation
Under this scenario, a 'small' renovation refers to a bathroom, kitchen, laundry, shed or garage that
contains asbestos waste. This renovation could be undertaken independently by a householder or a
householder could contract the services of a contractor. Cost profiles for both these scenarios have
been explored below.

4.4.1

Householder-l ed renovation
Under the householder-led renovation scenario, householders dispose of small amounts of asbestos
themselves as part of a wider renovation: a renovation cost of $15,000 (a relatively low-cost kitchen
renovation) is used here. The results are sensitive to the cost of the renovation; however, under
most reasonable renovation cost assumptions, the costs of householders disposing of small amounts
of ACM remain small mmpared to the overall project cost.
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Figure 7: Total cost of DIY renovation, including asbestos-contaminated waste disposal costs

When considering a household renovation cost of $1 5,000, the asbestos waste levy to be paid
when disposing of the waste represents just 2% of total disposal waste, and less than O.O5% of the

total cost of the renovation (Figure 7), based on the maximum allowable household disposal
threshold of 1Om2 (1OOkg) of asbestos materiallo (the costs included under landfill-related cost are
an average of the different tip fees across regional NSW). When considering the overall cost to a
DIY renovator of disposing of small amounts of asbestos (landfill charges, plus private costs such as
an asbestos kit and travel costs), asbestos disposal remains less than 2% of the total renovation
cost. This contribution of total asbestos disposal costs will fall further for large or higher quality,
renovations.

Disposing of household asbestos, NSW EPA. Refer to http://www.epa.nsw.oov.aulmanaoewaste/house-asbestos.htm
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4,4.2 Contractor-led

renovation

ln this scenario, similar project costs to the householder-led renovation (above) are assumed, with
the exception of asbestos removal costs: it is assumed that a separate contractor is engaged to
remove small amounts of asbestos during the renovation.

Similarly to the householder renovation example, the costs included under landfill-related cost are
an average of the different tip fees across regional NSW. ln addition to those costs, we included the
cost charged by contractors for the disposal of asbestos-contaminated waste (between $1 ,OOO and
$1,500). When considering an average household renovation cost of $15,000, the asbestos waste
levy to be paid when disposing of the waste represents 1% of total disposal waste, and less than
0.05% of total cost of the renovation (Figure 8).

Levy

actor

Other lilndfill' Contr
rel.?ted costs costs(Fuel,
wages,
equipment)

i'otal cost

lot3l cost to
waste Cost ol
disposal enovation llousehold

Cost of

r

Figure 8: Total cost of contractor-led renovation, including asbestos-contaminated waste disposal costs

ln both scenarios, the impact of the levy on overall cost is minimal. The mqjority of cost arises from
areas not administered by the EPA, such as cost of contractors, or costs determined by individual
landfills.

4.5

Large-sca le renovation
Under this scenario, a 'large' renovation refers to the gutting of a unit or demolition and
construction of a house that may involve asbestos waste of more than 10m2. ln NSW, the removal
of friable asbestos or more than 1Om2 of bonded asbestos from a home requires a licensed
asbestos removal contractor". Accordingly, cost profiles for only contractor renovations have been

considered.

Disposing of household asbestos, NSW EPA. Refer to http://www.epa.nsw.gov.aulmanagewaste/house-asbestos,htm
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with regards to the cost of waste disposal, the only variation between large'scale renovation and
contractor renovation is the cost ofthe actual renovation; all other costs remain proportional to the
amount of asbestos-contaminated waste disposed of. However, while the proportion of the disposal
costs in relation the overall cost of renovation remains immaterial, lhe actualcost becomes
increasingly significant aS the amount of waste disposed increases. For example, for a renovation
requiring the disposal of 500kg of ACM in Grafton, the absolute cost of disposal would be made of:
$77.50 in TiP fee;
$32.70 waste levy; and
An average of $1 8,000 for contracto. costs12,
Despite the levy increasing to $33, it remains a minimal component of the total.

4.6

Grafton landfill facility

Case

The Grafton landfill facility has been used as a case study of ACM disposal costs outside and under
HADS. Grafton, in common with some other landfill facilities, normally implemenS a minimum
pricing structure $20 for SOkg or less of waste; under HADS, this was reduced to $8 for 8okg or less
of waste, together with an altered per-tonne disposal fee for larger amounts of waste.

4.6.1 Costs of disposal
For small amounts of waste (1m2 or 1Okg) outside of HADS, the levy accounts forjust 3% ($0.65)
landfill-related disposal costs at the Grafton facility' increasing lo 24% ($5'20) of the cost for

of

household disposal of 8m2 (80kg) or more of waste. At the same time, gate fees (Normal tip fees)
account for between 1O% and 76% of disposal costs faced by households disposing of small amounts
of asbestos waste. For disposal of less than BOkg of asbestos waste, the minimum pricing structure
becomes increasingly important in driving landfilldisposalcosts (see Figure 9, left hand side). For
very small amounts of asbestos disposed (1Okg), the minimum pricing structure accoun6 for around
86% of the gate fee (with the balance of the gate fee based on the pro-rata gate fee for amounts
exceeding SOkg).
During the period July 14 - June 1 5, small scale DIY asbestos disposal under the HADS scheme
accounted for 20.56 tonnes of asbestos waste being landfilled at the Grafton facility. For disposals
of less than 10m2, the additional minimum charges make up the larger portion (51%) of costs
involved. For larger loads under HADS, the normal tip fee become a biggest component of overall
landfill disposal costs, accounting for around 90% of overall costs (see Figure 9, right hand side).
Note that under HADS the waste levy was waived.

r2 This includes

the levy and tip fee costs
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Asbestos disposal cost structure by load weight
outside of HADS scheme
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Actualasbestos
disposal cost structure
under HADS
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Figure 9: Asbestos disposalcost structure by load weight, compared to actual distribution

Under HADS, additional personal costs (e.9. transport, tools and equipment, asbestos kits etc.) may
have been incurred: these are not shown in Figure 9. Where a kit was purchased, the remaining
disposal costs would have been waived (see Table 3); horirrever. these avoided costs are low
compared to the kit cost (see Figure 6);

4.6.2

lmplied costs on a per-tonne basis
Figure lOErrorl Reference source not found. sets out the minimum pricing impact on disposal costs
for DIY asbestos removal, both on an absolute cost (left hand chart) and cost-per-tonne (right hand
chart) basis. The yellorrv line shows the costs incurred by the householder at the landfill without
HADS in place (includes levy fiee), while the grey line shows the costs under HADS (excludes levy
fee).
The two cost impacts addressed by HADS are the minimum charge (reduced from $80 to $20 for
EOkg or less under HADS), and the absence ofthe l€vy charge under HADS. Together, these alter
the disposal cost profile, with the largest impacts tending to occur for very small disposal weights
(though absolute costs are smallest for small loads).

Without HADS, minimum charging drives additional costs for loads of 80kg or below; under HADS,
this threshold was reduced to 20kg: this suggests that most waste disposal under HADS would not
be affected by the minimum charging threshold. While the absolute cost difference is relatively small
- around $1 5 for a 50kg load - the implied cost per tonne of disposing of small amounts of asbestos
containing material shovv greater sensitivity to the pricing structure. For 5okg, the implied price

2'!
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difference on a per-tonne basis between HADS and non-HADS pricingjust over $4O0/t, and this
penalty increases with smaller loads.
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Figure 1O: Minimum pricing impact on per-tonne disposal costs for DIY asbestos removal

while it is not clear that households carrying out DIY disposals would view costs from a per-tonne
perspective, suggests that minimum charging does create a disincentive for lawful disposal of
asbestos waste: this would be pafticularly apparent where minimum charging thresholds are high,
and waste loads are small.
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Findings
Ey was engaged by the NSW EPA to assess asbestos disposal costs for householders in NSW. A key
objective of this assessment is to determine the proportional cost of the levy to the householder in
disposing of household asbestos waste under a range of scenarios, from small-scale removal by
residents to contractor-led demolition and rebuild of an entire residence and provide a list of
findings, recommendations and next steps.
The Waste Levy typically represents a small cost for households disposing of small
amounts of asbestos outside of HADS
Disposing of 5okg would incur levy fees of between $3.27 (regional) to $6.05
(metropolitan), compared to overalltip fees of $9.O0-$4O.OO (regional) and $171-$358

(metropolitan).

Landfill pricing structures, specifically minimum gate fees, drive high costs for small
household asbestos disPosal
Minimum gate fees can impose significantly greater costs than the waste levy for small-scale
household asbestos disposal, This impact is greatest where the minimum gate fee threshold
is high, and/or where the amount disposed is small. For example, minimum gate fees can
represent up to 93% of disposal costs for 5okg of ACM at a metropolitan landfill: this impact
is typically smaller at regional landfills, due to differing minimum pricing structures.
The mqjority of the asbestos disposal cost reductions seen under the Householders'
Asbestos Disposal Scheme (HADS) were from reduced gate fees
ln regional areas, HADS resulted in an overall landfill disposal cost reduction of 62Yo (versus
non-HADS pricing), increasing to 78% for small-scale disposal (1OOkg or less) versus nonHADS costs. The mqjority of this reduction occurred through altered pricing structures
under HADS, including both altered per-tonne disposal rates, and altered minimum price
thresholds. Cost reductions due to avoided levy fees were a minor component: avoided levy
fees accounted for 42Yooflotal cost reductions under HADS, but only 20% ofthe cost
reduction for small scale (<=1OOkg) ACM disposal under HADS.

Private costs associated with household asbestos waste disposal (kits, transport, etc.)
add to the total cost of disposal, but further reduce the significance of the waste levy
Personal protective equipment, ACM handling materials (bags, etc.) and transport all add to
the costs of household disposal of asbestos. These costs can be many times the landfill
disposal cost, further reducing the relative importance of the waste levy in overall costs. The
inclusion of non-landfill related costs reduces the relative difference in costs between sites
as non-landfill costs come to dominate total DIY disposal costs for households: this effect
tends to be greatest at regional sites (except where kits are given away for free).
Non-levy costs dominate contractor costs for small scale asbestos disposal, Levy fees for
large scale asbestos disposal are material, but remain a minor component of overall
project (renovation or rebuild) costs
When evaluating renovation costs for householders and contractors, the impact of the levy
on overall cost is minimal. The vast majority of costs are not prescribed by the EPA, such as
cost of contractors, or costs determined by individual landfills.
Cost incentives for contractors to illegally dispose of waste are much broader than the

waste levy
lllegal asbestos waste disposal by contractors would allow them to avoid paying the waste
levy. However, contractors would also avoid a range of other costs, including gate fees,
23
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transport costs and labour costs (time). As the levy is a minor component of the overall
disposal costs, it is unlikely to be the primary or a mqjor driver of illegal disposal.
Summary of cost drivers for small scale ACM disposal
Based on the scenarios set out in this report, the key drivers of costs associated with landfill
disposal are summarised in Table 6. Key findings are that, in the absence of kit costs, landfill
charges tend to dominate disposal costs; where kit and transport costs are included, these have a
material impact on the overall cost of disposal, and represent the mAjority of disposal costs under
HADS (except when kits are given away for free).

Table 6: Summary of costs outside and under the HADS Scheme

*

r'

24

Tip fees, particularly aggressive
minimum pricing thresholds

Tip fees, including minimum

Kit costs dominate, except where
aggressive minimum pricing
thresholds and tip fees are

Kit costs dominate, except where
kits are provided free

pricing.
Overall costs lower than "Normal
Pricing" due to reduced fees and
lower minimum thresholds
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Potential next steps for NSW EPA
This report has considered the cost structure of asbestos disposal in a range of locations in NSW,
with the results suggesting that the waste levy is a minor contributor to the overall costs faced by
householders (either directly or via contractors) disposing of asbestos waste. Given this, it is
recommended that the NSW EPA:
Review the impact of the HADS scheme on ACM disposal costs
Understanding the impact of the HADS scheme on ACM disposal costs will further inform
the NSW EPA over the impact that disposal costs have on household asbestos removal.
while the data assessed here offers insight into how the costs for householders changed
under HADS, possibly more important is whether HADS altered the proportion of household
asbestos being disposed of lawfully.

Uf HADS-style cost reductions continuel Evaluate difierent mechanisms for making

support available to households
The HADS trial has subsidized the cost of household asbestos disposal, but individual
councils used different approaches to its implementation. The NSW EPA should explore
different mechanisms for delivering this support to households, such as:
o Asbestos Kits: Provide asbestos kits at a nominal cost, with no disposal costs for
any asbestos delivered to a landfill in an asbestos kit. Further, unique coding of each
asbestos kit bag would allow the NSW EPA to track a range of metrics around
asbestos kit usage and household asbestos disposal

charge the waste levy to the householder/contractor as an upfront fee
The waste levy is currently charged to scheduled waste disposal facilities where they are
located in the regulated area or received waste from a regulated area. The waste disposal
facilities then transfer the costs down to the householder/contractor and as a result the
householder/contractor gets charge a large sum which includes the waste levy. The
perception of the levy as a mqior cost appears to be related to where the
householder/contractor gets charged the levy in the project cycle ofthe asbestos waste
removal. NSW EPA can consider charging an upfront levy fee separate from the landfill fees.
This fee will then appear smaller compared to other costs incurred in the later stages of the
asbestos removal process.

25
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Understanding the core drivers of illegal disposal
(briefly) for
This report has focused on the costs of asbestos disposal, for householders and
lack of
as:
such
contractors. But cost could be one of a range of drivers of illegal disposal,
understanding of disposal requirements; fear of prosecution; understating the risk of
asbestos; lack of competition in the contractor disposal market. Further work to understand
the role of other factors in illegal disposal could identify additional actions to curb illegal
asbestos disposal. lt is understood that greed and lack of proximity to a landfill could be
other reasons for illegal disposal; however, this scope of this paper is limited to assessing
costs as a contributor to illegal disposal of asbestos waste.

2ll
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Appendix A
Detailed information on kit contents and pricing by council'
Kit Contents

Council

Normal

Subsidised

price

price under

Purchasing kit
included free

HADS

$50

lnstructions

Free

2 x coveralls
2 x gloves
2 x p2 mask

plastic sheet

tuff baq and
Richmond
Valley

lnstructions

$1

50

$150

Y

1 x coveralls
1 x set safety goggles

2xp2
1
1
2

4

valve respirator
x set gloves natural rubber
x set disposable boot cover
x small asbestos waste bags
x warning stickers

1 x warning barrier tape

rolltape
1 x spray bottle
1x

1 x pva glue

1x
Clarence
Valley

sheet d

voucher

lnstructions

$50

Free

N

2 x coveralls
2 x gloves
2 x mask
plastic sheet

tuff bao and
Wagga

Lismore

$1

Asbestos disposal bags - $19.30
clean up kit - $75.00
disposal voucher at 1OO kg -

00

$132.30

Free

$120.00

$32.00
admin/printing cost - $5.00
Kempsey
Shire

27

$78

Free

Assessment of asbestos disposal costs for hoLrsehold::
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Kit contents

Normal

Subsidised

price

price under

Purchasing kit
included free

HADS

Ballina Shire

lnstructions

$1 50

$1

50

$1 50

$1

50

1 x coveralls
1 x set safety goggles

2xp2 valve respirator
1 x set gloves natural rubber
1 x set disposable boot cover
2 x small asbestos waste bags

4 x warning stickers
1 x warning barrier tape
1 x rolltape
1 x spray bottle
1 x pva glue

1x
Byron Shire

sheet

voucher

Set coveralls
1 x set safety goggles
2xp2 valve respirator
1 x set gloves natural rubber
1 x set disposable boot cover
2 x small asbestos waste bags
4 x warning stickers
1 x warning barrier tape
1 x roll tape
1 x spray bottle
1 x pva glue
1 x drop sheet disposal voucher

28 Asses:-rrenl ofasbestos
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Appendix

B

Definitions of the types of cost as provided by EPA:
Tip fee charge per tonne under the HADS - this column refers to the amount of money
charged by the landfill (separate from the levy) per tonne for asbestos waste disposed under
the Householders' Asbestos Disposal Scheme (HADS). This tip fee is cheaper than the
normaltip fee due to EPA and Council subsidies. Some landfills waived their tip fee making
asbestos disposal under the grant program free.
Cost of disposal - this is the tip fee per tonne charged under the HADS multiplied by the
amount of waste disposed to calculate what the resident actually paid for disposal.
Normal tip fee charged per tonne - this is the normal amount publicly advertised as
charged by the landfill (separate from the levy) for asbestos disposal during the 2O1 4/2O15
financial year. Research indicated that some landfills offer different prices for asbestos
disposal depending on their relationship with the person or business.

Lely rate - this is the levy rate (separate from the tip fee) charged at that landfill during the
2O1 4 / 2O1

5 financial Yea

r,

Normal disposal cost - This is the tip fee plus the levy times the amount of asbestos
disposed by the resident in this transaction. This column gives what the normal cost of
asbestos disposal would be for that amount of asbestos waste outside the HADS program.
Minimum charge - This is the minimum amount of tip fees charged for any amount of
asbestos waste under a certain weight (or in one case quantity). For example some landfills
have a minimum 'l tonne charge for asbestos - this means that if you dispose of any amount
of asbestos waste below 1 tonne (e.g. 20kg) you pay for 1 tonne. So if a landfill had a 1
tonne minimum tip fee charge of $1OO (this should exclude the levy which is a weight based
charge) and you disposed of 20kg you would still pay $1OO in tip fees.
Minimum charge impacted - this notes if the amount of waste a resident disposed of would
normally have been affected by the minimum charge. For example if there is a 1 tonne
minimum charge, and a resident disposed of 1O0kg, they would be minimum charge
impacted. This is important as it significantly affects the cost of disposal for residents
disposing of small amounts of asbestos in several areas, particularly Wagga Wagga and the
Sydney Metro. Many of the minimum charges were either removed or reduced under the
HADS and a weight based charge raas used instead - social research indicates that this may
have acted as an incentive to participate in the HADS.
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ICAC Investigation Operation Scania- Request for Information September 2016Illegally Dumped Asbestos Clean Up Program- IDACUP

This program is run by the Environmental Trust in conjunction with the EPA.
The budget for this program is $0.5 million annually.
In 2015/16 there was a claim for $140, 897.30 which is why the amount paid is higher
that year.
Financial Year

Amount paid

2015/2016

Total number of
grants
30

2014/2015

34

$272 778.05

2013/2014

47

$245 975

2012/2013

20

$91 069.85

2011/2012

40

$100 723.5

2010/2011

35

$100 202.59

2009/2010

58

$247186.23

2008/2009

44

$99688.57

$301 325.95

Number of Council
grants
16 (7 different
Councils)
19 (8 different
Councils)
36 (10 different
Councils)
18 (8 different
Councils)
35 (9 different
Councils)
32 (7 different
Councils)
52 (10 different
councils)*
41 (4 different
councils)

*21 from Liverpool & Fairfield Councils
Sourced by: Christy Groves
Sourced on: 8/9/16
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ICAC Investigation Operation Scania- Request for Information September 2016RIDONLINE Data from 21/09/15 to 8/09/16.
RIDONLINE is EPA’s state wide illegal dumping database. Public Land Managers (such as; Councils,
Crown Land, National Parks) as well as the general public, are able to report dumping through this
reporting portal. RID Squads and grantee’s who have been awarded a grant under EPA’s Clean up
and Prevention Program are required to use RIDONLINE as a condition of their funding agreement.
Since the launch of RIDONLINE on 21 September 2015, a total of 14852 incidents have been
recorded and there is currently 799 registered users.
Of these, Councils have recorded 14251 Incidents, with the breakdown below:

Waste Type
Asbestos
C& I
C&D
Mulch and Green
waste
household waste
Other
tyres
no waste type listed

No. of
Incidents
328
223
1250

% of total
incidents
2.3%
1.6%
8.8%

1064
8165
2236
272
715

7.5%
57.3%
15.7%
1.9%
5.0%

Sourced by: Renee Fairhurst
Sourced on: 8/09/16
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Executive Summary

Introduction
During the 2012 KPMG Review of the NSW Waste and Environment Levy (the levy) many of those
consulted petitioned for the removal of the levy from asbestos waste because asbestos cannot be
recycled (the purpose of the levy is to encourage recycling and reuse) and because of a perception
that the levy was contributing to asbestos dumping. During the consultation for the NSW Illegal
Dumping Strategy 2014-16 (the strategy) conducted by the NSW Environment Protection Authority
(EPA) local government identified tackling asbestos waste dumping as a priority area for action.
In response to both the KPMG recommendation and the consultation for the strategy, the EPA
committed to delivering a pilot program to help householders dispose of small quantities of asbestos
as part of the strategy. The pilot program was designed to support local government to develop and
implement activities that encouraged safe and lawful asbestos disposal by home renovators and to
explore the impact of removing the levy on rates of illegal dumping.
The pilot program involved funding:
Councils in the Sydney metropolitan area to support householders to dispose of asbestos
waste from home renovations or demolitions through disposal schemes
2. Councils in regional areas who operated their own landfill facilities licensed to accept
asbestos waste to support asbestos waste disposal from home renovations or demolitions
through disposal schemes
3. Councils operating landfill facilities licensed to accept asbestos waste outside the levy paying
area to dispose of asbestos waste from home renovations or demolitions through disposal
schemes.

1.

Objectives
The key objectives of the pilot scheme were to:




Assess if the levy is a key motivator encouraging the illegal dumping of asbestos.
Identify the most effective way to improve asbestos disposal for home renovators.
Gain a better picture of asbestos disposal behaviours in NSW and how to influence them to
encourage lawful disposal.

Databuild Research and Solutions were commissioned to conduct both a process evaluation and
outcome evaluation of the pilot scheme.

Results and Discussion
In total the HADS pilot resulted in the legal disposal of 740 tonnes of asbestos through 1,253
disposals. Although this shows that the pilot did have traction, evidence from councils participating
in the scheme where disposal information outside of the HADs was available, shows this is
proportionately low compared to legal disposal outside of the scheme.

i
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In 4 out of 10 councils1, the primary reason cited for participating was to save money and social
research indicates householders believed cost was a primary motivator for illegal dumping.
However, social research indicates that householders were also unsure of the price of asbestos
disposal or the savings they made through participation in the scheme. Savings offered through the
trial were varied (Between $73.70/tonne and $358.00/tonne) and dependent on region/council.
However, a primary focus of the HADS pilot program was reducing cost through waiver of the NSW
Environmental Levy. Although, waiver of the levy does pass on a saving, it is a minor component of
disposal costs, the larger cost being the tip fee charged by each individual landfill. This is especially
true when examined in light of the average disposal size made by householders (DIY disposals range
from 150kg to 290kg in over-arching regional trial areas). The minimum charge tip fee imposed by
many of the landfills was less than the average DIY disposal, it follows, that the savings were greatest
for householders participating in the HADs where the incentive for legal and safe disposal facilitated
through the scheme was a reduction in the minimum charge for disposal.
The evaluation revealed that the disposal cost at landfill is a minor part of the actual cost of
removing asbestos, and that reducing disposal costs is considered insignificant as a factor motivating
safe removal and disposal. The high public profile of asbestos as a dangerous substance led to
assumptions that any government initiative to encourage / support householders to dispose of
asbestos would subsidise the most significant cost in the process, the cost of removal. In other
words, it was often a disappointment and sometimes a deterrent to find that the scheme only
comprised a reduction in the cost of the cheapest part of legally removing asbestos from one’s
property. Therefore, if a householder had more than 10 square meters of asbestos and was unable
to afford to pay for a licensed removalist to remove and dispose of it, registration in the scheme may
not be carried through to actual disposal. In WSRADS, conversion was particularly low with some
councils showing as little as 9% of registrations resulting in a disposal.
The householders who appeared to be most satisfied with the scheme were those who used it to
remove and / or dispose of small amounts of asbestos themselves and did not have to engage or pay
a contractor. This is likely to be because they were better able to realise that they had benefited
from using the scheme particularly in relation to saving money. In regions where the minimum
disposal charge was reduced such as Wagga Wagga, there were substantial savings offered to a
householder with small quantities of asbestos.
By contrast householders who used the scheme via a licensed removalist (due to the larger volume
of asbestos) were less closely engaged with the disposal process and were often less satisfied. This
could both be due to lack of awareness on savings made but may also be due to householders not
benefiting from the scheme when a contractor was engaged. A number of councils reported it was
quite possible contractors were profiting from the scheme rather than passing on the saving to
householders. Further to this in some regions, single contractors dominated the list of disposals
made and councils felt that they were abusing the scheme.
Licensed removalists tended to see the scheme initially as an opportunity to get more work but then
realised that abiding by its rules could make it more effort than it was worth. Indeed, some licensed
removalists actively discouraged householders from disposing of their asbestos through the scheme
1

Based on councils where motivation for participation was collated as part of quarterly reporting.

ii
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because it involved too much hassle for them. This may explain why the builders only used the
scheme for personal use rather than when disposing of asbestos for clients. The main bone of
contention with the scheme from the perspective of licensed removalists and builders was the fact
that it prohibited them from taking asbestos from multiple households to the landfill in a single visit.
It is quite impractical for those based some distance from landfill that accepts asbestos to take each
separate, relatively small load of asbestos to the landfill individually.
It has not been possible to fully ascertain the impact HADS may have had on illegal dumping. This is
because councils do not have adequate systems to locate dumping incidents or systems to record
information subsequent to cleaning up an incident. That said, the data available suggests that illegal
dumping is not large scale, particularly in regional councils where illegal disposal accounted for less
than 1% of all asbestos disposed during the trial period. Where illegal dumping of asbestos is highest
(WSRADS), size of individual incidents suggest that they are perpetrated by commercial businesses
rather than households.
The administration costs for councils to run the program were very high compared to the goods or
services they were delivering which led to criticisms of the program from the councils. Where
councils invested in expanding the program to improve its success, as was the case in WSRADS
running a collection day. This also proved to be an expensive pursuit.
Regardless of satisfaction the pilot did provide a useful opportunity to increase householders’
awareness and access to safety kits. It also enabled the EPA to develop a better understanding of
household behaviours and provided councils with valuable experience in working with asbestos,
developing and using risk management processes and data collection as well as helping them
develop a better understanding of what they can do to assist ratepayers. However, it was also
recognized that a different approach to that adopted for the HADS pilot should be used in future
programs design to encourage householders to dispose of asbestos legally. Recommendations in this
regard are discussed further below.

Recommendations
Based on the conclusions presented above Databuild presents the following recommendations in
consultation with the NSW EPA.
1. Removing the levy on asbestos waste is unlikely to have an impact on rates of asbestos
dumping and its removal without conditions could undermine the overall integrity of the levy. The
HADS did not provide any evidence that the levy is a key motivator for illegal dumping. Further to
this it could undermine the integrity of the levy if it were waived for asbestos. Currently any waste
presented at a waste facility wrapped in black plastic and declared as asbestos is accepted as
asbestos. Removing the levy from asbestos creates an economic incentive to wrap other waste types
in black plastic to access cheaper disposal.
2. Remove the minimum charges for the disposal of small amounts of asbestos waste. The size of
disposals made by householders is often small, under the program the average amount was 240kg.
The minimum charges normally applied to asbestos disposal can therefore greatly impact upon cost
to householders. As the minimum charges are controlled by waste facilities not the NSW EPA, to

iii
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achieve their effective removal the EPA may want to consider additional options to provide cost
effective disposal for small quantities of asbestos waste from home renovators. Options for the
disposal of 250kg or less proposed by NSW EPA and discussed with Databuild include:




Acceptance of asbestos at Community Recycling Centres, or the Household Chemical
CleanOut. The UK already has systems to enable residents to dispose of small quantities of
asbestos at their equivalent to the community recycling centres, or provides residential
collections services for small quantities. These options could be particularly effective for the
Sydney metropolitan area where landfills are privately run and minimum charges are high.
In regional areas adopt a model similar to that run by Wagga Wagga where home renovators
sign up at council, are provided with education information about asbestos safety and a
safety kit including a disposal voucher. This voucher system could be combined with a
capped levy exemption where councils are allocated a certain number of levy free tonnes of
asbestos per annum (an initial levy cap amount could be developed from the trial data).

3. Support council use of RIDonline to collect and manage asbestos dumping data to inform future
asbestos dumping prevention strategies. The illegal disposal of asbestos in regional councils
appears to be low (<1%), suggesting that illegal disposal of asbestos may not be a significant issue
outside of the Sydney metropolitan area. However, most of the councils do not survey the land for
illegal dumping incidents and there is no systematic way of recording. The NSW EPA would therefore
benefit from supporting councils to collect better data on illegal dumping of asbestos. This in turn
could help inform strategy for prevention going forward. It is noted, that the EPA Illegal Dumping
Coordination Team is currently in the process of launching the RIDonline database to support public
land managers to collect and manage illegal dumping data which will help with this in the future.
4. Further research needs to be conducted into the prevention of asbestos dumping by commercial
business as the majority of asbestos dumping appears to be perpetrated by commercial operators.
The greatest quantity of illegal dumping under the trial was perpetrated in the 8 council areas in
Western Sydney. The average incident size is just over 1 tonne, indicating that commercial
businesses are likely to be committing these offences. NSW EPA should consider strategies to target
this group in future initiatives and further research should be conducted to understand factors that
motivate commercial businesses to illegally dump asbestos. This may simply reflect the fact that the
majority of asbestos disposed of in NSW is commercial, as show in the overall asbestos disposal data
provided by the landfills. Future programs might be better targeted at commercial asbestos disposal
or more effective regulation of the construction and demolition industry.
5. Reduce asbestos tip fees to ensure they match the tip fees for mixed waste or construction and
demolition waste disposal. The NSW EPA could explore options to ensure that asbestos tip fees
match tip fees for other mixed waste types. If the cost of asbestos disposal is the same as
construction and demolition waste, or other mixed waste types then asbestos stops being an
economic special case and the impact of disposal costs as factors motivating illegal dumping are
similar to other waste types that cannot be recycled. To enable the reduction of asbestos tip fees,
waste facility operational processes for accepting asbestos may need to be altered or improved to
reduce the overhead costs associated. The NSW EPA may need to work with individual waste
facilities to alter their asbestos management and disposal processes.

iv
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6. Improve householder knowledge of how to safely dispose of asbestos waste and it’s real cost. In
order to optimise the success of initiatives focusing on the disposal of asbestos by householders, it is
necessary to first address awareness and attitudes around asbestos and improve access to its
removal and disposal in terms of the cost of the former and location of the latter. The NSW EPA
could work with the other Heads of Asbestos Coordination Authority organisations to develop
education packages and communication material that can be tailored by individual councils to clearly
show how much asbestos disposal costs in their area, options for safe removal, and disposal
locations. The education information would work best if combined with the safety kits, and either a
voucher system or the option to dispose of asbestos waste at a Community Recycling Centre or
other disposal venue.
7. Increase the number of locations where asbestos waste can be disposed of. The social research
demonstrated that the limited number of landfills and transfer stations that can accept asbestos
waste in NSW increases the difficulty and cost of disposing of asbestos appropriately. The number of
locations where asbestos waste could be accepted could be increased by:






Allowing waste transfer stations to accept asbestos waste under regulated conditions to
ensure safety
Allowing Community Recycling Centers to accept asbestos waste (Veolia have developed
special bins and asbestos acceptance processes for the equivalent of the Community
Recycling Centers in the UK)
Provide councils with purpose build asbestos bins and asbestos acceptance procedures to
enable them to accept small amounts of asbestos waste at non-waste facility locations.
Explore more cost effective versions of the asbestos collection services delivered by the
western Sydney councils under the trial.

v
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
During the 2012 KPMG Review of the NSW Waste and Environment Levy (the levy) many of
those consulted petitioned for the removal of the levy from asbestos waste because asbestos
cannot be recycled (the purpose of the levy is to encourage recycling and reuse) and because
of a perception that the levy was contributing to asbestos dumping.
During the review KPMG recommended that the levy should not be removed from asbestos
waste as this might encourage people to contaminate other waste types with asbestos in order
to avoid the levy, undermining the integrity of the levy and reducing resource recovery. Instead
KPMG recommended that the EPA introduce a pilot program providing a levy rebate to home
renovators disposing of small, non-commercial quantities of asbestos waste.
During the consultation for the NSW Illegal Dumping Strategy 2014-16 (the strategy) conducted
by the NSW Environment Protection Authority (EPA) local government identified tackling
asbestos waste dumping as a priority area for action.
In response to both the KPMG recommendation and the consultation for the strategy the EPA
committed to delivering a pilot program to help householders dispose of small quantities of
asbestos as part of the strategy.
The pilot program was designed to support local government to develop and implement
activities that encouraged safe and lawful asbestos disposal by home renovators and to explore
the impact of removing the levy on rates of illegal dumping.
The pilot program involved funding:
Councils in the Sydney metropolitan area to support householders to dispose of
asbestos waste from home renovations or demolitions through disposal schemes
5. Councils in regional areas who operated their own landfill facilities licensed to accept
asbestos waste to support asbestos waste disposal from home renovations or
demolitions through disposal schemes
6. Councils operating landfill facilities licensed to accept asbestos waste outside the levy
paying area to dispose of asbestos waste from home renovations or demolitions
through disposal schemes.
4.

In total the NSW EPA awarded $781,000 of funding and the waiver of the waste levy to 23
councils to reduce asbestos disposal costs for eligible home renovators. Additionally, two private
landfill companies in the Sydney region participated in the scheme and provided reduced tip
fees. The pilot was a 12 month program designed to explore the impact of reduced disposal costs
on rates of asbestos dumping by waiving the waste levy and reducing tip fees for householders
disposing of small amounts of asbestos (up to 5 tonnes).

1.2 Objectives
The key design principles that underpinned the pilot scheme were:
1
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To discourage illegal operators by reducing the financial advantages from illegal
disposal;
To increase the lawful disposal of asbestos; and
To encourage safe asbestos management practices by householders.

Within the key design principles outlined above, the key objectives of the scheme were
therefore to:


Assess if the levy is a key motivator encouraging the illegal dumping of asbestos.



Identify the most effective way to improve asbestos disposal for home renovators.
Gain a better picture of asbestos disposal behaviours in NSW and how to influence
them to encourage lawful disposal.



Databuild were commissioned to conduct both a process evaluation and outcome evaluation of
the pilot scheme.

1.3 Householders’ Asbestos Disposal Scheme (HADS) overview
The Householders’ Asbestos Disposal Scheme (HADS) ran in 23 councils and 2 private landfills,
each with different offerings in terms of incentives to encourage lawful disposal of household
asbestos and also with different intended audiences. For example, some allowed householders
to carry out do-it-yourself (DIY) disposal whereas others required the engagement of asbestos
removalists.
The scheme was delivered flexibly and individual councils could alter their offering in
consultation with the EPA in response to success. The benefits of each approach trialled are
described in turn in Table 1 along with a description of how households could meet eligibility
requirements to participate. These descriptions represent the offering of each trial in the last
quarter of delivery, thus reflecting changes made throughout the pilot.
The scheme ran in regional and non-levied councils from 1 July 2014 - 30 June 2015 and in
selected Sydney councils between 31 July 2014 and 13 August 2015.
Wagga Wagga, Kogarah, Rockdale, Hurstville, Sutherland and Willoughby councils chose to
extend their trials and will continue to run the scheme until the end of 2015 or early 2016.
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Table 1: Pilot schemes funded by NSW EPA
Trial area

Number of
Councils

Method of
registration

Cost of Asbestos
Disposal

DIY/Contractor

Safety Kits

Asbestos
Disposal
Mechanism

Additions

Kempsey

1

Resident could
call council or
come into the
council offices to
register

Free

Participants
could choose to
DIY or engage a
licensed asbestos
removalist

Free safety kits
were offered to
those who chose
to DIY

Kempsey used Microsoft
Sharepoint to track addresses
and confirm disposal at the
council run landfill

Wagga
Wagga

1

Resident could
call council or
come into the
council offices to
register

Free

Participants
could choose to
DIY or engage a
licensed asbestos
removalist

Free safety kits
were offered to
those who chose
to DIY

If eligible the
householder
was offered a
voucher to
access free
disposal at the
landfill
If eligible the
householder
was offered a
voucher to
access free
disposal at the
landfill

Shoalhaven

1

Resident could
call council or
come into the
council offices to
register

$102.01/tonne

Participants
could choose to
DIY or engage a
licensed asbestos
removalist

No safety kits
were offered

Western
Sydney
Residential
Asbestos
Disposal

8 councils

Resident called
their local
council and were
directed to
register using an
online Google

The two private
landfills companies
offered reduced tip
fees.

Participants
could choose to
DIY or engage a
licensed asbestos
removalist

Free safety kits
were offered to
those who chose
to DIY

Blacktown,
Fairfield,
Hawkesbury,
Holroyd,

Veolia:

If eligible the
householder
was offered a
voucher to
access cheaper
disposal at the
landfill
If eligible the
householder
was offered a
voucher
entitling them
to cheaper tip

During the final months of the
program Wagga Wagga trialled a
new model where householders
could call someone from the
council to provide a safety
briefing and then they didn’t
have to pay the minimum
charge to get rid of their
asbestos
N/A

Landfills captured the amount of
asbestos disposed at the
weighbridge and the
voucher/code was taken and
returned with the weighbridge
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Scheme
(WSRADS)

Kogarah,
Hurstville,
Rockdale
Sutherland &
Willoughby
(KCC &
Partners)

Liverpool,
Parramatta,
Penrith and
The Hills

5 councils
Kogarah,
Sutherland,
Willoughby,
Hurstville and
Rockdale

form. This
enabled the
program to be
managed across
all councils.

Residents could
call their council
or go online to
register via an
online form

$ 128.43/tonne

fees at the
selected private
landfills, but the
levy was paid at
the
weighbridge.
Vouchers codes
were taken at
the
weighbridge
and reconciled
against the
council
registration.

SITA: $153.02/tonne

The two private
landfill companies
offered reduced tip
fees.
Veolia:
$ 128.43/tonne

Householders
were required to
engage one of 5
tender panel
asbestos removal
contractors to
access the
reduced disposal

N/A

If eligible the
householder
was given a
voucher to take
to one of the
private landfills.
The landfills
then offered a

information via email to
Blacktown.
Householders provided a tip
docket and/or their contractors
invoice to Blacktown Council
and were issued with a rebate
cheque that included the levy
amount ($120.90 minimum for
any amount disposed up to 1
tonne) and if they used a
contractor $50/tonne extra
subsidy.
The Western Sydney Councils
provided an additional service as
part of the program, offering
free collection of less than 10
square metres of legacy
asbestos for residents. The first
set of these collections occurred
in March with more than 200
western Sydney residents
registering. An additional
collection service will run across
the councils until December
2015
Landfills captured the amount of
asbestos disposed at the
weighbridge and the
voucher/code was taken and
returned with the weighbridge
information via email to Kogarah
Council.
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North East
Waste
Councils
(NEWC)

North East
Waste is a
regional waste
group
coordinating 7
councils:
Lismore,
Kyogle,
Clarence
Valley,
Richmond
Valley, Ballina,
Byron &
Tweed
Councils.

Householders
could either
register with
their council over
the phone or in
person or they
could download
a form from the
North East Waste
website and
arrive at the
landfill with the
form to access
reduced disposal

SITA: $153.02/tonne

rate, no DIY
option was
offered

Each council landfill
offered a different
disposal price:

Participants
could choose to
DIY or engage a
licensed asbestos
removalist

Lismore:$200/tonne
Kyogle: $80/tonne
Clarence Valley:
$155/tonne
Richmond Valley:
$146.40/tonne &
Tweed Councils:
$85/tonne

reduced tip fee
and the levy
waiver.

Lismore: $150
per kit (including
disposal cost)
Kyogle: Free kit
offered (not
including
disposal cost)
Clarence Valley:
Free kit offered
(not including
disposal cost)

Ballina & Byron
residents disposed of
their asbestos at one
of the other
participating council
landfills as neither
councils has a landfill
that can accept
asbestos waste

The
householder or
licensed
asbestos
removalist
arrived at the
landfill with
either their kit
voucher or their
registration
form to access
reduced
disposal

Kogarah then calculated the
rebate due (of the $50/tonne
the householder is entitled to,
based on the amount disposed
or any amount up to 1 tonne
was offered the full $50
subsidy).
N/A

Richmond Valley:
$150 per kit
(including
disposal cost)
Tweed Councils:
No kits offered
Ballina: $150 per
kit (including
disposal cost)
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Byron: $150 per
kit (including
disposal cost)
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1.4 Approach
Overview
A suite of research tools and data sources supplemented with social research have been used to
evaluate the outcome of the HADS. Prior to a final phase of the evaluation, activity included:





Discussion with grantees prior to the commencement of pilots
Baseline data submitted by each scheme alongside quarterly data submitted to track
progress. A short report on quarterly data was submitted for quarters 1, 2 and 3 and an
interim report produced in April 2015
Social research comprising fifteen qualitative telephone interviews conducted with HADS
participants (four grant recipients, six households and five removalists) reported on in
November 2014.

In drawing together this final evaluation report, three further research elements have been
employed:
1. Quantitative analysis of data from the baseline and all four quarters of the pilot from each
pilot scheme
2. Social research, comprising qualitative interviews with home owners, builders and asbestos
removalists
3. A Process evaluation comprising qualitative interviews with the EPA delivery team both pre
and post pilot.
These research elements are described in more detail in the sections below.

Quantitative analysis
Each council submitted quantitative data on asbestos waste disposal and illegal dumping rates
before and during the pilot (submitted to the NSW EPA at quarterly intervals). In addition data has
also been submitted on communication and engagement behaviour undertaken by councils to
promote the scheme within their region. Data submitted at quarterly intervals is listed in Appendix
1.

Social research
The Householders’ Asbestos Disposal Scheme (HADS) was based on the assumption that reducing
the cost of asbestos disposal would increase lawful disposal and reduce illegal dumping. Initial
findings from the HADS suggest that the cost of disposal is only one of the barriers that affect the
behaviour of safely transporting asbestos waste to a licensed facility for disposal. To better inform
the quantitative findings from the HADS social research was therefore conducted to:



Investigate the barriers and benefits associated with lawful asbestos disposal
Identify factors that motivate safe asbestos disposal.

7
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Interviews were carried out with home owners, asbestos removalists and builders who had
participated in the HADS. Semi-structured interviews focussing on exploring the perceived barriers
and benefits of lawful disposal of asbestos from the perspective of each type of participant in the
HADS were carried out. In total this comprised:




Twelve home owners who participated in the HADS
Five asbestos removalists who participated in the HADS
Three builders who participated in the HADS

For full details please refer to the detailed Social Research method document.

Process evaluation
A small scale process evaluation has also been conducted, through two qualitative interview with
the responsible project officer on the EPA delivery team one pre and one post pilot and discussion
with a sample of five grantees prior to the commencement of the pilot.
This research element provides insight into the successes and learnings of the pilot delivery which
may prove useful for future schemes. For full details please refer to method documentation
previously submitted to the EPA. A copy of the topic guide used in the post pilot interview is
provided in Appendix 2.
The learnings from the process evaluation are interwoven throughout the report in the relevant
places and drawn out in Section 2.6 – discussing the delivery of the scheme.

1.5 Key limitations
There are a number of limitations surrounding data presented in this report which should be
considered when interpreting findings. These are outlined below:




Differences in the manner in which pilot data was recorded:
o Kyogle estimate by eye how many kilos of asbestos are brought in as they do not have a
weighbridge.
The availability and robustness of illegal dumping data. Both baseline data and data supplied
during the pilot are variable. Where provided, baselines and asbestos dumping data are
unrepresentative of the amount of asbestos dumping occurring. Most data are estimates and
councils do not keep accurate or representative records of dumping incidents, nor do they
actively search for incidents within their region.

Throughout this report, tonnages are reported to two decimal places in graphs and charts. This is
to show clarity when plotted on the same axis as number of disposals and does not represent
accuracy to level to two decimal places.

1.6 Structure of this report
This remainder of this report details the findings and insights gained from the quantitative
evaluation of the HADS and the qualitative social research. This report is provided in draft format for
NSW EPA to review and provide comment. Following this review and comment, Databuild will revise
8
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the report, and provide NSW EPA with a final version of this report. The structure of the subsequent
report is as follows:






Section 2 details overall findings and insights, including:
o Section 2.1 an overview of quantitative findings
o Section 2.2 an overview of additional benefits achieved through the scheme
o Section 2.3 an overview qualitative findings
o Section 2.4 discussion of barriers and benefits associated with lawful disposal
o Section 2.5 an overview of individual pilot regions
o Section 2.6 discussion of the delivery of the scheme
Section 3 presents the discussion and conclusion
Section 4 presents recommendations on the ways to improve asbestos disposal
opportunities for householders and influence asbestos disposal behaviours
Appendix 1 shows the quarterly report information submitted by councils.

2 Overall findings/insights
2.1 Quantitative results overview
HADS Trial Findings
Each of the 23 trials run through the HADS were quite different in terms of savings offered but also
in terms of scale and whilst some overall findings are drawn out within this report, each trial is
considered separately in Section 2.5. Where overall findings are drawn out, they have been
illustrated by over-arching trial area.
In total the HADS enabled 1,253 disposals totalling just under 740 tonnes of asbestos. There were
1,623 registrations in total indicating that 77% of registrations resulted in a disposal2. As shown
below, North East Waste regional council group contributes to nearly 40% of tonnes disposed
followed by Shoalhaven contributing 30%. In general, the number of registrations which resulted in
disposals is lower in WSRADS compared to regional councils ranging from between 9% to 38%
accounting for the overall reported figure of 95 registrations resulting in a disposal from a total of
342.

2

There are occurrences where a single address was permitted to register multiple times and/or make multiple disposals,
this figure should therefore be interpreted with caution.

9
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Figure 1. Chart showing the number of registrations, disposals and quantity of asbestos disposed
through the HADS in each over-arching trial area.

DIY comprised the majority of disposals made through the HADS (66%), however, the majority of the
tonnage achieved was through contractor disposals (74%) rather than DIY (Figure 2). This pattern
was true for most overarching trial areas with the exception of Kempsey and Wagga Wagga where
the tonnage disposed through DIY versus contractors disposals were within similar orders of
magnitude. It should also be noted that councils within KCC & Partners did not permit DIY disposals –
and 100% was therefore achieved through contractor disposal. Across Kempsey, Wagga Wagga and
NEWC 314 safety kits were issued to householders.
Figure 2 Chart showing the proportion of asbestos disposed through DIY disposal versus contractor
disposal.

As would be anticipated, the average size of disposal based on whether it was DIY versus contractor
does vary, whereby those instructing a contractor were more likely to have larger quantities of

10
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asbestos for disposal. As shown below, householder disposals were on average less than 250kg
whereas those made by contractors were in the region of 1.3 tonnes (1,300 kg).
Figure 3. Average disposal size for DIY versus contractors in over-arching trial regions3.

It follows that the potential disposal savings to householders were greater for those engaging a
contractor, as they often had larger quantities for disposal. Despite it being a stipulation of the
program that savings were passed on to householders, most councils reported there was no way of
monitoring or enforcing this and it is therefore possible that some contractors benefited financially.
The table below, outlines the cost of disposal normally and disposal costs under the HADS applied to
the average disposal sizes (as presented in Figure 3 above). The table below, outlines the level of
savings passed on to DIY householders and those instructing a contractor in regional areas and also
within KCC & Partners. As shown below the level of savings enjoyed by households varies between
over-arching trial region and in some areas are not substantial, particularly for those carrying out DIY
disposals. This reflects the impact of the minimum charge, which is driving cost of disposal
(particularly on DIY householders with small tonnages).
In Wagga Wagga, savings offered were substantial, where the normal minimum charge was for 1
tonne of asbestos. Indeed, the way in which Wagga Wagga implemented the scheme was identified
as best practice in the post-pilot process evaluation.

3

For WSRADS, the average DIY disposal between the two private landfill was substantially different. Veolia DIY disposals
had an average size of 140kg compared to 1.4 tonnes at the SITA landfill.
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Table 2. Cost of disposals normally and outside the HADS based on average size of disposal made within Regional trial areas and with KCC & Partners.
Region

Cost of average DIY
disposal under HADS

Kempsey
Wagga Wagga
Shoalhaven
NEWC
KCC &
Partners

Veolia
SITA Lucas
heights

Cost of average
DIY disposal
normally (tip fee
and levy)

Levy on average
DIY disposal
(normally)

Cost of
average
contractor
disposal under
HADS
4
$0.00
$79.06
$14.44
$0.005
Outside of levy
6
7
$0.00
$231.90
paying area
$0.008
$23.03
$65.47
$27.29
$155.55
$31.43
$41.19
$12.12
$189.83
$176.08
Not applicable – DIY disposal not permitted
$237.95

Cost of average
contractor
disposal normally
(tip fee and levy)
$316.16

Levy on average
contractor
disposal
(normally)

$332.64
$442.21
$257.20
$480.63

$57.74
Outside of levy
paying area
$184.36
$73.95
$165.75

$735.36

$188.00

The table below, outlines disposal costs for western Sydney councils. Disposal costs presented are dependent on:




The private landfill where the disposal was made
The minimum charge implemented by the landfill
The average disposal size made at that landfill during the period of the trial.

It should also be noted, residents from the western Sydney councils making a disposal at private landfills were charged the levy at the landfill gate and were
entitled to claim a rebate for the full levy fee per tonne ($120.90) even if they disposed of smaller amounts. The cost at landfill and the cost following
rebate for the western Sydney councils are therefore presented separately.

4

Free asbestos disposal offered
Free asbestos disposal offered
6 Free asbestos disposal offered
7 This figure reflects the 1 tonne minimum charge that Wagga Wagga normally operates.
8 Free asbestos disposal offered
5
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Table 3. Cost of disposals normally and outside the HADS based on average size of disposal made within Sydney Metropolitan areas.
Region

WSRADS

Private
landfill

Veolia
SITA
Elizabeth
Drive

Average
tonnes
disposed
per DIY
disposal
(tonnes)

Cost of
average DIY
disposal
under HADS
prior to levy
rebate

Cost of
average DIY
disposal
under HADS
post levy
rebate9

Cost of
average DIY
disposal
normally (tip
fee and levy)

Levy on
average DIY
disposal
(normally)

Average
tonnes
disposed
per
contractor
disposal
(tonnes)

Cost of
average
contractor
disposal
under HADS
prior to levy
rebate

Cost of
average
contractor
disposal
under
HADS
post levy
rebate

Cost of
average
contractor
disposal
normally (tip
fee and levy)

Levy on
average
contractor
disposal
(normally)

0.14

$86.3010

Resident
made a
profit of
$34.60

$246.54

$16.87

1.20

$419.03

$182.90

$419.03

$144.51

1.4

$383.49

$214.23

$400.40

$169.26

1.78

$509.08

$272.38

$509.08

$215.20

As shown above, the disposal costs for WSRADS differ substantially between Veolia and SITA because the average disposal made at each of these landfills
differed. Veolia DIY disposals had an average size of 140kg and qualified for the minimum charge whereas the average disposal was 1.4 tonnes of asbestos
at the SITA Elizabeth Drive landfill.

9

The levy rebate amount was calculated based on average disposal size and the 2014/15 levy per tonne.
This is based on a minimum charge of $86.30 charged at the Veolia landfill.

10
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Illegal dumping of asbestos
During the trial period, illegal dumping of asbestos was in the region of 440 tonnes of asbestos
through 478 incidents11, of which 92% was perpetrated in Western Sydney. As indicated under
limitations most councils do not have a robust system for recording these incidents, hence results
should be interpreted with caution. However, this does show that illegal dumping in regional
councils appears to be significantly lower than observed in Sydney Metropolitan areas. It should also
be noted that the scale of illegal disposal in absolute terms is not large, especially in comparison to
asbestos disposed legally through the HADS and also legal disposals outside of the HADS. Illegally
dumped asbestos in regional areas comprised less than 1% of all asbestos disposal during the trial
period (For further details see section below on legally disposed asbestos outside of the HADS).
Figure 4. Illegal dumping incidents and scale of asbestos dumping perpetrated in over-arching trial
regions during the HADS trial.

The average size of dumping incidents in regional councils and KCC & Partner is low (478 kg and
300kg respectively). However in WSRADS, which comprises the majority of illegally dumped
asbestos, the average incident size is over 1 tonne and a third of all dumping incidents comprise over
1 tonne of asbestos waste. This indicates that the larger illegal dumping incidents (over 1 tonne)
which contribute to 87% of the total are not likely to be perpetrated by householders, as a larger
11

Tonnes of asbestos dumped were recorded for 470 dumping incidents, the scale of the incident was note recorded for
the remainder.
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vehicle would be required to transport these quantities of asbestos. Illegal dumping may therefore
be more of an issue for consideration with commercial businesses/firms. The social research backed
this up to some extent, albeit only speculatively, by some contractors and householders. This was
through the view that a key trigger to dump asbestos illegally would be if a householder had a large
amount of it because it is thought to be prohibitively expensive to dispose of large volumes of
asbestos. By contrast, the relatively small amounts and types of asbestos that householders typically
can be stored, ignored or legally disposed of relatively inexpensively.
Prior to the trial, baseline data on illegal dumping of asbestos was not recorded by all councils and
was therefore only available for WSRADS, NEWC and Shoalhaven. For WSRADS, not all councils
provided the required data but it would appear the illegal dumping was at least 1,197 tonnes and is
therefore significantly higher than observed within the trial. For NEWC and Shoalhaven, the baseline
figures are within a similar order of magnitude to that observed within the trial (reporting 24 tonnes
and 3.14 tonnes respectively). However, the reader should note that the baseline figures are not
necessarily representative of the amount of asbestos dumping occurring12.

Non-HADS legal asbestos disposal
Alongside asbestos disposed through the trial, information on legal disposal of asbestos outside of
the trial can be calculated from asbestos disposal data collected at waste facility weighbridges. This
adds to the overall picture of asbestos disposal within the trial areas. Below shows a chart breaking
down asbestos disposal by dumped asbestos, legally disposed HADS asbestos and legally disposed
Non-HADS asbestos. This has been carried out for Kempsey, Shoalhaven and NEWC where complete
datasets were available demonstrating that legal disposal of asbestos is the predominant method
used within these regions. This also demonstrates that although the HADS has had traction, the
proportion of the asbestos disposed through the scheme is low compared to legally disposed
asbestos overall. Further to this (based on available data), illegal dumping is a very small proportion
of asbestos disposal.

12

Most data provided were estimates. Councils do not keep accurate or representative records of dumping incidents, nor
do they actively search for incidents.
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Figure 5. Breakdown of asbestos disposal during the trial period for Kempsey, Shoalhaven and
NEWC.

Communication campaigns
Throughout the trial, councils were encourage to engage in:




Communication campaigns to promote the trial
Educational initiatives to support the trial
Illegal dumping prevention initiatives.

In total, 585 promotional items/events13 were reported by all councils, of which 91% were
communication campaigns to promote the trial. The chart below shows how many events/items
were reported by each council. In general prevention initiatives tended to follow the format of
installation of surveillance cameras at known illegal dumping hotspots or similar interventions.
Promotion of the trial included radio, television and newspaper advertisements, flyer distribution,
posters and online releases (both on council webpages and social media).
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Figure 6. Breakdown of promotional items/events run by over-arching trial areas14.

Baseline asbestos disposal
Baseline information on asbestos disposal prior to the trial is available from waste facility
weighbridge data for six regions participating in the HADS and for three similar ‘control’ regions.
There is no breakdown by legally versus illegally disposed asbestos for comparison, however the
data does show fluctuation in disposal. This demonstrates the difficulty in establishing a baseline to
which asbestos disposal can be compared when implementing trial measures.

14

Numbers should be interpreted with caution, in some instances councils reported they had run multiple promotional
items in relation to the same advert placed multiple times. Where detail was clear enough to amend figures to reflect
number of individual items this has been carried out, but it was not always obvious where corrections were required.
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Figure 7. Asbestos disposal across two years in three landfills outside of the HADS (control regions)
pilot scheme and in six HADS trial regions

2.2 Additional benefits achieved through the scheme
In addition to the levels of lawful disposal of household asbestos achieved through the Scheme,
there is evidence of additional benefits brought about through the scheme. These include:


Although some participants in the social research (including householders, builders and
licensed contractors) felt that the impact of the scheme was relatively low and reported that
not much asbestos appeared to be being taken to landfill, grantees felt that the HADs had
raised awareness of asbestos and asbestos disposal amongst council staff. From the
perspective of grantees, all the various elements of communication about the scheme are
felt to have combined to put asbestos firmly on the agenda and encourage council
communication internally and externally on the issue.



Grantee councils felt that external communications as part of the HADS raised awareness of
asbestos and asbestos disposal amongst householders (however actual levels of awareness
have not been tested as part of this evaluation). Media coverage of the ministerial launch is
thought to have performed an effective communication role creating levels of awareness of,
and involvement in, the scheme. In addition the communication campaigns run by grantees
as part of the scheme (as discussed in 2.1.4), were felt to have raised awareness of the
scheme. The inclusion of HADS data on council websites was also endorsed as informative
and motivating for householders by householders in the social research.
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In addition to perceptions amongst council grantees that the HADs had led to increased
awareness of asbestos and asbestos disposal amongst householders, some participating
householders themselves reported increased understanding of how to dispose of asbestos
safely. Householders learnt about safe asbestos removal and disposal and, sometimes,
which contractors to use, from council websites and brochures.



In increasing their understanding of how to dispose of asbestos safely, the scheme has
enhanced the credibility of licensed asbestos removalists. Although the social research
found that the cost of using a licensed contractor prohibited some householders from
getting involved, encouraging householders to get asbestos removed by a licensed
removalist because it is safer is acknowledged by some grantees and scheme participants as
a means of legitimising the role and price of such contractors.



In supporting householders in these ways, the HADs was felt by councils and private landfill
operators to achieve their goal of being good corporate citizens by making it easier for
them to assist with disposing of problem waste such as asbestos. As such, it was felt to
provide value for money to the private landfill operator. Thus, while it had some negative
impact on workload and revenue for the private landfill operator, the benefits of being
involved appear to outweigh this; “Helping the EPA and councils get rid of asbestos is the
primary driver…revenue per tonne is lower but we’re happy to participate” (Private landfill
operator)



Building on from this, the grantees direct involvement in delivery of the HADs has created
institutional knowledge around asbestos and householder disposal schemes. The scheme
has provided participating councils with valuable experience in working with asbestos,
developing and using risk management processes as well as helping them develop a better
understanding of what they can do to assist ratepayers in disposing of wastes and, in
particular, problem wastes.



The scheme has also reinforced the need for better data collection around both lawful and
unlawful disposal of asbestos. Whilst this was always known by the EPA, the scheme has
helped some councils realise the benefit of keeping track of asbestos brought to landfill by
householders.



A legacy of the scheme is the relationships that have been established and, thereby, the
potential for collaboration in the future. Notable relationships include:
o Those established between the EPA and grantees; the grantees now having a greater
understanding of what the EPA do. NSW EPA may find interacting with councils on
this type of initiative going forward will be easier.
o Noted by a minority of private landfill operators, the scheme provided an
opportunity for licensed asbestos removalists to establish relationships with councils
and private disposal facilities.
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2.3 Qualitative results overview
In the search for insights into the barriers and benefits associated with the lawful disposal of
asbestos as well as the factors that motivate safe asbestos disposal the social research provided a
snapshot of the nature of participation in the scheme by householders as well as that of a few
licensed removalists and builders.

Nature of participation in HADS
Most of the asbestos disposed of through the scheme by respondents comprised internal and
external fibro or wall panels, some from old bathrooms, others from balcony floors. Additionally,
garages, garage roofs, sheds and fences were removed by respondents. This was equally split
between asbestos being removed as part of a renovation and that lying around their properties.
The most common means of establishing that they had asbestos on their property was that the age
of the house was consistent with the use of asbestos as a building material. Some simply always
knew or were able to recognise that it was asbestos by its appearance. Alternative sources of
information included being told by someone, finding out through the media and one had actually
had the material tested to find out if it was asbestos.
Slightly more than half the respondents removed the asbestos themselves rather than using a
contractor. This reflects the predominately regional nature of the sample.

Awareness and use of HADS
Most found out about the scheme from local newspaper advertisements and / or articles as well as
local radio or television advertisements. Others heard about it when they rang the council or a
licensed removalist to enquire about disposing of some asbestos. Some heard about it through their
work in waste management, construction or within the council. A couple were told about the
scheme by someone they knew.
The main trigger to use the scheme was the opportunity to save money whilst getting rid of a
dangerous substance. Other reasons included being supported by the scheme as they didn’t know
how to dispose of asbestos or the timing being fortuitous as they were disposing of asbestos
anyway. The removal and disposal process was generally described as straightforward and
comprised the following (or minor variations of):





Contacting council via website or telephone
Finding the person responsible for looking after the scheme
Being advised of how the scheme works and being provided with or paying for a safety kit (if
applicable) and voucher
Using the kit to remove and wrap the asbestos OR engaging a contractor to remove the
asbestos
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Phoning the landfill 24 hours prior to when they wanted to take the wrapped asbestos there
to book in the delivery OR the contractor booking it in
Taking the asbestos to the landfill OR the contractor taking it
Presenting the voucher and having the vehicle carrying the asbestos weighed
Being advised of the appropriate location within the landfill to take the asbestos
Driving the asbestos to that part of the tip face and transferring it to a front end loader with
or without the assistance of the person responsible for asbestos at the landfill
The asbestos being buried with soil immediately or at the end of the day by the appropriate
person
Having the vehicle reweighed at the weighbridge

Most found out about how and where to dispose of asbestos from the council and found the process
of doing so easy. However, a number learned about the process, if not the scheme itself, from the
landfill. Indeed, some registered for the scheme there either before or upon arriving at the landfill
with asbestos.
Any difficulties reported with participating in the scheme focused on lack of awareness of the
scheme by those from whom information was sought, i.e. some council staff. Interestingly, most
admitted that they would have been unlikely to have disposed of the asbestos at the time they did if
the scheme hadn’t been available.

Legalities around disposal
When asked who they thought was responsible for ensuring that asbestos waste was lawfully
disposed of almost all, including some licensed removalists and builders, admitted that they did not
know. Those willing to hazard a guess were more likely to suggest that it was the council, the EPA or
contractor than the householder themselves. However, upon being informed that legal responsibility
lay with the householder this appeared to be accepted as common sense.
Interestingly, responses from those interviewed indicated that they did not care that it was the
householders responsibility. Indeed, most seem to have an ‘out of sight out of mind’ position
regarding their disposed of asbestos.
This was reinforced in householders’ attitudes to tipping dockets. They neither knew nor cared
whether they had or hadn’t received a tipping docket from the landfill or contractor as evidence that
they had disposed of their asbestos lawfully .While most householders said they had not received a
tipping docket, contractors claimed that they supplied the docket (or the relevant information on it)
on the invoice issued to the client after the asbestos had been disposed of.
Furthermore, householders saw no reason for receiving or retaining such evidence on the basis that
the council and landfill (as well as WorkCover for the licensed removalists) had such records if they
should ever be necessary.
Householders’ concern therefore tends to end once asbestos has left their property. Given that
information and documentation is provided to council at registration and landfill upon disposal
combined with the fact that most householders are unaware of the intended role of tipping dockets,
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it would seem that householders have a relaxed attitude towards the requirement for evidence of
lawful disposal.

2.4 Barriers and benefits associated with lawful disposal
This section focuses on knowledge, attitudes and behaviour perceived by participants to determine
whether asbestos is lawfully disposed of or dumped illegally. The information provided here was
derived directly from responses to specific questions about what may trigger someone to dump
asbestos illegally and what the benefits are of disposing the substance lawfully as well as indirectly,
through insights gleaned from comments made throughout the interviews.
The over-arching finding was that any perceived financial benefits of using the scheme to dispose of
asbestos are often undermined by the significant, additional costs a householder is required to pay if
they need to remove more than 10 square metres of asbestos and need a licensed removalist to
undertake removal and disposal. This is because they perceive the purpose of the scheme to be a
government initiative to support and encourage householders to dispose of a dangerous substance
affordably, then discover that the scheme actually involves a small discount on specific components
of the removal and disposal process: NSW EPA’s levy, and in some cases the tip fee charged by the
waste facility and asbestos safety kits.

Barriers to disposing of asbestos lawfully

Barriers to disposing of asbestos lawfully were also discussed, in general they fell into the following
themes which are discussed further below:






Cost
Volume of asbestos
Difficulty of disposal
Accessibility of landfills receiving asbestos
Lack of awareness/motivation.

Cost
By far the most common barrier to lawful disposal of asbestos mentioned by householders, licensed
removalists and builders alike was cost. However, it became apparent that, while people tend to say
that asbestos disposal is too expensive they have no idea how much it actually costs.
In relation to the HADS, the majority of householders were unaware of what it would have cost
them to dispose of their asbestos prior to the scheme. As a result they did not know how much they
had saved by using the scheme.
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Those who were willing and / or able to speculate about the pre-scheme cost or saving made
appeared to pick figures at random (of between $200 and $1000 in relation to cost and $60 to $500
in terms of saving) rather than making educated guesses.
A reflection of the low awareness of how much it costs to dispose of asbestos was illustrated by the
considerable reluctance of most householders to put a figure on what they considered to be a
reasonable price for disposing of 100kg of asbestos / 10 x 1 square metre sheets of fibro. Those who
were willing to put a figure on it provided estimates of between $30 to $600, with the majority of
respondents estimating $100 or over for 100kg, which would be a minimum rate of $1000 per tonne.
$1000 per tonne is double the most expensive asbestos disposal rates in the state.
Contrary to the beliefs of many householders, asbestos disposal isn’t necessarily expensive, it is,
according to licensed removalists and builders, the combination of professional removal,
transportation and disposal that can be prohibitive depending on the amount of asbestos involved.
The expense of having to use a licensed removalist is perceived to be prohibitively expensive.
However, some don’t actually have any idea of the price but this often drives rather than encourages
reluctance to request quotes for professional removal or disposal.

Volume
The next most commonly mentioned trigger to not disposing of asbestos lawfully is if a householder
has a large amount of it. As well as being perceived to be expensive to remove and dispose of, large
amounts can be difficult and require the assistance of a licensed removalist. Large amounts of
asbestos are less likely to fit in a householders’ family car so transportation becomes an issue as well
as a cost. The perceived and actual problems associated with removing and disposing of any amount
of asbestos can therefore become quite overwhelming when large amounts are involved and
householders cannot manage the job themselves.
Another issue related to the amount of asbestos is the fact that many householders find it difficult to
estimate the amount of material in general and asbestos in particular that they have or need to
dispose of. This can be made more complex when asbestos is attached to non-asbestos material
(e.g. a tiled bathroom wall made of fibro) and the total weight is increased. Another issue raised by
licensed removalists is when asbestos becomes wet as this increases the weight and can impact on
the ease and cost of disposal.
In relation to the scheme, householders who had used it to remove small amounts of asbestos
appeared to be more satisfied with it that their counterparts who had larger amounts as the process
was relatively straightforward and a greater proportion of the total cost was removed. However,
licensed removalists felt that the amount of administration required for a small amount was
disproportionate to the volume of asbestos being disposed of and considered not worth processing
through the scheme. Meanwhile, there was universal lack of understanding as to the rationale for
the scheme to focus on small amounts of asbestos only.
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Difficulty
As indicated under Volume above, another barrier mentioned by householders was the overall
difficulty of removing and disposing of asbestos lawfully. So, if a householder wants to remove and /
or dispose of asbestos, they don’t know the process or cost, think it will be expensive, are unwilling
to find out or overcome any perceived or actual hurdles to dispose of asbestos lawfully, it may
simply be left on their property. A specific barrier suggested by one householder was lack of the
necessary equipment for removing and disposing of asbestos. This reinforces provision of the safety
kits as being an important element of the scheme.

Accessibility
According to a number of licensed removalists, the further away one is from a landfill that accepts
asbestos the less likely it is that asbestos will be taken there for disposal. While accessibility
represents one of a number of elements of difficulty which are outlined above, it is reported here as
a separate barrier due to its significance to licensed removalists in particular. On the flip side, being
in close proximity to a place where asbestos can easily be (illegally) dumped was suggested by at
least one householder as a potential trigger to dump rather than dispose of asbestos legally.

Lack of awareness and / or motivation
As far as some householders are concerned, failure to dispose of asbestos properly is sometimes
simply due to ignorance and / or laziness on the part of the illegal dumper. So, it is thought that
some may either be unaware of the health risks of asbestos or of the proper process for its removal
and / or disposal. Meanwhile, the illegal dumping behaviour of some is attributed to stupidity, not
caring or plain laziness. None of which it is felt to be possible to do anything about.

Benefits associated with lawful disposal
All respondents struggled to think of any benefits associated with lawful disposal of asbestos other
than what appeared to be considered obvious: the peace of mind achieved via knowing that one had
done the right thing and no longer having to think about or deal with a problem substance that was
on their property.
Occasionally, the health or safety benefits of disposing of asbestos lawfully were forwarded as
benefits.

Factors motivating safe asbestos disposal
The factors that motivate safe asbestos disposal can be deduced from reviewing the barriers and
perceived benefits detailed in the previous two sections and summarised as:


Awareness / understanding of:
o the presence of asbestos within or about one’s property
o the risks of asbestos and subsequent need for it to be handled and disposed of with
extreme caution
o how it should be removed and prepared for disposal as well as what not to do, e.g.
breaking up asbestos to fit it in small bags
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o
o
o
o
o





how and where to obtain the necessary equipment or materials for removal and
disposal
the actual cost of disposing of small amounts of asbestos that can be removed and
disposed of by householders
the rationale for all the costs involved especially when using a licensed removalist,
e.g. hidden costs such as insurance
the nearest location for legally disposing of wrapped asbestos
schemes that support the safe removal and disposal of asbestos being available at a
suitable time for the removal and disposal of one’s own asbestos.

Belief that:
o it is not acceptable to leave asbestos within or about one’s property (depending on
its condition)
o it is important that one actually handles and disposes of asbestos with the required
caution
o it is worth paying for a professional to remove and dispose of large amounts of
asbestos rather than doing it oneself
o it is important not to be deterred from removing and disposing of asbestos lawfully
if it becomes too difficult or expensive to do so or if one witnesses someone else
appearing to do the wrong thing (even if employed at the landfill) or if one lives
close to a place where it would be easy to dump asbestos without being caught.
Ability to afford to pay to have asbestos removed and / or disposed of if necessary
Removal and disposal is available and possible at a time that suits the householders
schedule in terms of renovations, leases for rental properties expiring, availability of suitable
removalists etc.

2.5 Overview of individual pilots
The following sections outline the key findings from each pilot. Where relevant a description is also
given of how delivery mode and geographical location may have influenced findings reported.
Findings are reported separately for Regional Councils and Sydney Metropolitan areas.
Insights from the HADS trial in Regional Councils and Sydney Metropolitan Councils differ. In regional
councils, disposals made through the HADS were dominated by DIY householders where 71% of the
1,078 disposals made were DIY. What data are available on illegal dumping also indicates that levels
of dumping are low in regional areas.

Sydney Metropolitan
Western Sydney Residential Asbestos Disposal Scheme (WSRADS)
The WSRADS had a different model to every other program in the trial. Whereas the levy was waived
at the weighbridge for the other trials, under the WSRADS the levy was charged at the weighbridge
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and the resident had to provide a tipping docket to councils to get a levy rebate. Council provided a
rebate of $120.90 for any amount of asbestos up to 1 tonne ($120.90 was the levy rate per tonne in
the Sydney metropolitan area during the trial). This meant that a resident disposing of the average
DIY disposal amount under the WSRDS could receive more than the total cost of disposal (tip fee and
levy) via the rebate.
Even with this higher rate of subsidy there were very low rates of disposal under this program. In 8
densely populated council areas with some of the highest concentrations of asbestos in the build
environment in the state only 95 disposals were made. Indicating that waiving the levy is not a
significant motivator to encourage lawful disposal.
In addition within WSRADS, the saving offered to householders was dependent on which private
landfill they utilised, as outlined below:



Elizabeth Drive SITA – residents paid a tip fee of $153.02/tonne plus the levy of
$120.90/tonne. The minimum charge was reduced from 1 tonne to 0.5 tonnes.
Veolia Horsley Park – residents paid a reduced tip fee of $128.43/tonne plus the levy of
$120.90/tonne. The minimum charge was reduced from 1 tonne to 0.3 tonnes.

Within each of the eight councils, both landfills were proposed at the time of registration. However,
as described below in all councils disposals were predominantly made at Veolia and in some councils
there were no disposals made at Elizabeth Drive likely reflecting the greater saving offered by Veolia.
The Western Sydney Residential Disposal Scheme (WSRADS) included eight councils in total. In
addition to running the HADS scheme whereby householders could use contractors or dispose of
asbestos DIY, they also trialled a series of free collections, the first series were completed during the
trial period. In total, 292 households registered for the collection service, of which 240 were
eligible15 resulting in the collection of just over 24 tonnes of asbestos. Although the event was
successful in terms of generating householder interest, the cost to run the event (including hygienist,
contractor and other costs) was substantial resulting in a cost of $5,727 per tonne collated or
approximately $578 per household. Participants were surveyed post collection to understand their
motivation for participation in the trial and why they had not previously disposed of the asbestos. In
both cases cost was cited, with 38% reporting they had participated in the event because it was free
and 23% citing cost as the reason they had not previously disposed of their asbestos. However, also
of note is that 18% of householders had not previously removed their asbestos because they did not
know how to dispose of their asbestos safely.
Each of the eight councils participating in the WSRADS trial are outlined below.
Blacktown City Council
Blacktown City Council contributed over a third of asbestos disposed under the WSRADS. This
council achieved a relatively high proportion of registrations resulting in a disposal compared to
other WSRADS councils (30/86). The majority of disposals (83%) were made at Veolia Horsley Park.

15

25 households were rejected at the time of registration and 3 on the day of collection.
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Figure 8. Breakdown of asbestos disposal in Blacktown City Council over the trial period.

Hawkesbury City Council
In Hawkesbury City Council, 9% of the 33 registrations resulted in a disposal. All disposals were made
at Veolia Horsley Park through DIY Householders and were therefore small in scale.
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Figure 9. Chart showing the number of registrations, number of disposals and tonnes disposed
through the HADS trial in Hawkesbury City Council.

Holroyd City Council
There were 4 disposals in Holroyd City council from a total of 16 registrations, all of which were
made at Veolia Horsley Park. As shown below, all of this was achieved in the third quarter and
predominantly through contractors (accounting for 2 disposals totalling 1.7 tonnes).
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Figure 10. Breakdown of asbestos disposal in Holroyd City Council over the trial period.

Liverpool City Council
Data submitted on illegal dumping shows Liverpool Council have a high level within their council,
contributing to just under a third of the tonnes dumped in WSRADS during the trial period. In total 6
HADS disposals were made during the trial from a total of 25 registrations, 5 of which were made at
Veolia Horsley Park.
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Figure 11. Chart showing the number of registrations, number of disposals and tonnes disposed
through the HADS trial in Liverpool City Council.

Parramatta City Council
There were 18 disposals made in Parramatta City Council from a total of 47 registrations, all of which
were made at Veolia Horsley Park. The tonnes disposed by households carrying out DIY disposal and
those engaging contractors is similar. However, those who engaged contractors had larger disposal
amounts on average, achieving 2.6 tonnes through 3 disposals.
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Figure 12. Breakdown of asbestos disposal in Parramatta City Council over the trial period.

Penrith City Council
In total, 13 disposals were made in Penrith City Council from a total of 61 registrations, 11 of which
were made in Veolia Horsley Park. Over 70% of asbestos was disposed by contractors.
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Figure 13. Chart showing the number of registrations, number of disposals and tonnes disposed
through the HADS trial in Penrith City Council.

Hills Shire Council
Hills Shire Council represents the second largest contribution to asbestos tonnes disposed in
WSRADS at approximately 20%. This was achieved through 14 disposals, of which 6 were DIY. The
majority (86%) were made at Veolia Horsley Park. Of the 8.7 tonnes of asbestos, 30% was disposed
by contractors. As shown below, DIY disposals peaked in the final quarter.
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Figure 14. Breakdown of asbestos disposal in Hills Shire City Council over the trial period.

Fairfield City Council
In Fairfield City Council, 7 disposals were made from 36 registrations, all of which were at Veolia
Horsley Park.
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Figure 15. Chart showing the number of registrations, number of disposals and tonnes disposed
through the HADS trial in Fairfield City Council.

KCC & Partners
The KCC & Partners trial was not open to DIY households and required the engagement of one of five
council selected contractors. Representatives from KCC & Partners confirmed that the same address
was permitted to register multiple times, which could suggest some misuse of the scheme.
Registrations reported below have been processed to exclude multiple registrations to enable
comparison to other trial areas. However contractors who disposed of multiple loads, and asserted
they were from the same address have resulted in the number of disposals being greater than the
number of registrations.
As described for WSRADS, the saving passed on depended on the landfill utilised by each
householder instructed contractor. Potential savings are outlined below:




SITA Lucas Heights – waived the levy fee passing on a saving of $120.90/tonne but also
offered reduced disposal costs reducing the tip fee per tonne from $352.00/tonne to
$153.02/tonne. The minimum charge was reduced from 1 tonne to 0.5 tonnes
Veolia – waived the levy fee passing on a saving of $120.90/tonne but also offered reduced
disposal costs reducing the tip fee per tonne from $229.67 to $128.43. The minimum charge
was reduced from 1 tonne to 0.3 tonnes.
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For all the KCC & Partners councils the majority of householders found out about the trial through
the website with the exception of Willoughby where the newsletter was cited (although only one
disposal was made in Willoughby).

Kogarah City Council
In Kogarah City Council, just under 11 tonnes of asbestos were disposed through the trial. There
were 7 registrations which ultimately resulted in 7 disposals. Both private landfills were utilised with
Veolia receiving 4/7 disposals.
Figure 16. Chart showing the number of registrations, number of disposals and tonnes disposed
through the HADS trial in Kogarah Council.

Hurstville City Council
In Hurstville the majority of disposals (78%) were made at Veolia. There were multiple disposals
made against a single registered addresses, and disposals therefore outweigh registrations. Over half
of the asbestos disposed was in the final quarter.
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Figure 17. Chart showing the number of registrations, number of disposals and tonnes disposed
through the HADS trial in Hurstville Council.

Rockdale Council
In Rockdale, just under 21 tonnes of asbestos was disposed through the trail in 14 disposals.
Registrations totalled 13, indicating multiple disposals by one address. The majority of disposals
were made at Veolia (85%).
Figure 18. Chart showing the number of registrations, number of disposals and tonnes disposed
through the HADS trial in Rockdale Council.
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Sutherland Council
Sutherland Council contributed to over half of the asbestos disposed in Kogarah, totalling just over
60 tonnes. Of the 44 disposals made, 32 were taken to the Veolia landfill. More disposals were made
than registrations indicating that there were multiple disposals by a single address. There were 13
dumping incidents recorded within Sutherland during the trial, totalling just under 1 tonne.
Figure 19. Chart showing the number of registrations, number of disposals and tonnes disposed
through the HADS trial in Sutherland Council.

Willoughby Council
There was only 1 registration and 1 disposal made within Willoughby Council. This totalled just over
1 tonne and was made within the first quarter.

Regional Councils
Kempsey
Of all the regional councils, Kempsey had the greatest level of reported asbestos dumping during the
trial period, totalling just over 10 tonnes across 4 incidents16. Despite having the highest level of
dumping, this figure still only constitutes 6% of all asbestos waste received by landfill during the
2014/15 financial year, indicating 94% was legally disposed. The HADS trial offered free disposal and
waiver of the levy fee, resulting in a saving of $358.00/tonne. Householders participating, cited
saving money as the second most common reason for participating (after coincidental participation
16

As indicated under limitations, few councils have adequate illegal dumping records or systematic approaches to
surveying for illegal dumping incidents so figures must be interpreted with caution.
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by those already renovating). As shown below, Kempsey received over 70 tonnes of asbestos under
the tiral, through 214 disposals. In total, 228 registered for the scheme, showing that most
registrations resulted in a disposal. Both DIY and contractors made a contribution to disposals, with
contractors contributing to 44% of the tonnage through 35 disposals.
The post-pilot process evaluation identified the low SES of Kempsey’s population as well as its
previously low asbestos disposal rates as likely explanations for the scheme having the greatest
impact in this local government area.
Figure 20. Chart showing the number of registrations, number of disposals and tonnes disposed
through the HADS trial in Kempsey Council.

Wagga Wagga
Wagga Wagga removed their tip fee and offered free disposal and is outside the levy paying area.
Residents saved the total tip fee of $231/tonne. 85% of registrations resulted in a disposal (61 of
72). Tonnes of asbestos disposed through the trial compared to other regional councils is low
totalling just over 14 tonnes. Given that Wagga Wagga normally imposes a 1 tonne minimum charge
and that the majority of disposals were significantly less than 1 tonne the saving offered were
substantial. This indicates that the minimum charge may be a significant factor preventing lawful
disposal of small amounts of asbestos in this area.
Throughout the trial period there was only one illegal dumping incident (although the scale of this
incident was not recorded), and although this data is not systematically recorded it may indicate that
illegal dumping may not be an issue in the region compared to the other trial areas. Data on legally
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disposed asbestos outside of the HADS was not available for comparison for this local government
area.
The Wagga Wagga program was acknowledged as the best of the schemes in the post-pilot process
evaluation. Examples of its strengths that were cited were:



Design of a good kit by the council project officer and
The operation of a well-considered registration process, i.e. council staff were aware of the
safety information and procedure as well as working closely with the land fill and
weighbridge. This was deemed easier in Wagga Wagga due to its small size and tightknit
community.

Figure 21. Chart showing the number of registrations, number of disposals and tonnes disposed
through the HADS trial in Wagga Wagga Council.

Shoalhaven
Householders participating in the HADS in Shoalhaven enjoyed a saving of $187.99/tonne. Of all the
regional councils, Shoalhaven had the greatest tonnage of asbestos disposed through the HADS,
totalling just under 225 tonnes through 285 disposals. The majority (85%) of asbestos disposed
through the HADS was by contractors rather than DIY despite contractors comprising under half of
the disposals made. Reflecting the larger scale disposals made when a contractor was engaged.
As shown below, this council also represents the largest quantity of legally disposed non-HADS
Asbestos.
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Figure 22. Breakdown of asbestos disposal in Shoalhaven Council over the trial period.

Illegal dumping data is not shown above as it was not reported quarterly, however during the HADS
trial a total of 16 illegal dumping incidents were recorded, where the scale of incident was recorded
(n=9) the quantity of asbestos dumped totalled 1.9 tonnes. This is of similar order of magnitude to
the previous year where 15 incidents (14 where scale of incident was recorded) totalled just over 3
tonnes of asbestos.

North East Waste Council (NEWC)
North East Waste is a regional waste group comprising 7 regional councils. Insights from each of
NEWC’s constituent councils are described below.
Ballina Council and Byron Council
Ballina and Byron councils do not have a landfill that can accept asbestos. Disposals from residents
of these council areas were made at Lismore landfill. It was therefore difficult to isolate disposals
made by these two councils under the HADS and they are not discussed individually in this report.
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Clarence Valley Council
The chart below, gives a breakdown of asbestos disposal in Clarence Valley during the period of the
trial. As shown below, Clarence Valley appears to have received the most HADS asbestos in the final
quarter. In total 72% of registrations led to a disposal within the council. The majority of individuals
benefitting from the trial reported that their primary motivator for participating was to save money.
Figure 23. Breakdown of asbestos disposal in Clarence Valley over the trial period.

Kyogle Council
Kyogle did not administer the levy exemption over the HADS period as the saving offered by waiving
the levy was considered insufficient to make the administration of the exemption worthwhile.
Kyogle still provided a levy waiver to their residents during the trial though they did not recoup the
cost through the exemption. Disposals made through the HADS in this area, represented the
smallest disposal of all regional councils at just under 4 tonnes (achieved through 41 disposals of
which 40 were DIY), suggesting the saving offered may not have been high enough to motivate
householders to take advantage of the scheme. This is supported by the most commonly cited
reason for participation, where householders reported that it was a coincidence as they were
already undergoing renovations rather than giving reasons directly related to the scheme. That said,
over half of the registrations made in Kyogle were in the final month and the council reported that
this picked up as word of mouth about the trial spread. As a consequence of this, Kyogle decided to
continue to offer reduced asbestos disposal rates, and the number of disposals may increase in
future.
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Figure 24. Chart showing the number of registrations, number of disposals and tonnes disposed
through the HADS trial in Kyogle Council.

Lismore Council
At Lismore 91% of the asbestos disposed was by contractors, the vast majority by a single
contractor. This single contractor appears to have identified that a profit could be made by disposing
of either commercial asbestos waste or non-asbestos waste under the trial at Lismore. While it is not
possible to know if this waste was legitimate domestic asbestos, commercial asbestos or other waste
types, interviews with the landfill staff at Lismore indicate that they felt this contractor had taken
advantage of the trial and was abusing the reduced disposal rate to make a profit. It follows that the
most commonly cited communication method through which householders reported they had heard
about the trial was from a contractor.
The abuse of the scheme by a single contractor in Lismore demonstrates the risks associated with
waiving the levy on asbestos waste in general. Any waste that is presented at a waste facility
wrapped in black plastic and declared as asbestos, will be disposed of as asbestos waste, and there is
no way to check if the waste is legitimately asbestos. Due to this loophole waiving the levy on
asbestos could result in other wastes, including recyclable and reusable materials, being wrapped in
black plastic to avoid the levy. This could potentially significantly undermine the business models of
the resource recovery industry the levy was designed to support.
There are also discrepancies between the number of registrations and the number of disposals
where the number of disposals reported (76) is higher that the number of registrations (47), the
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council reported this is due to multiple disposals made by the same householder address providing
further evidence that there may have been some abuse of the trial.
Illegal dumping during the trial period was less than 1 tonne, which is lower than the 5 tonnes
reported for the previous year. However, the council reported that number of incidents and scale
was similar to previous years therefore any perceived drop is more likely related to the inconsistent
recording mechanism for illegal dumping.
One of the key learnings raised in the post-pilot process evaluation related to issues with the way
North East Waste delivered the scheme. The cause of this particularly problematic part of the pilot
was the removal of both the levy and the landfill fees. The result was that 90% of the disposals from
contractors involved mixed waste rather than asbestos. It was deemed likely that this reflected the
ability of the contractor to generate profit or save money disposing of asbestos with other waste
types. While this was identified as problematical for the purposes of the trial it was useful in terms of
helping clarify what not to do, i.e. do not allow people to pay reduced prices for disposing of
asbestos at the weighbridge without applying conditions.
Figure 25. Breakdown of asbestos disposal in Lismore Council over the trial period.
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Richmond Valley Council
As shown below, each registration in Richmond Valley Council resulted in a disposal. However, as
described for Lismore, the council did accept multiple registrations and multiple loads from the same
address. Contractors represented 87% of tonnes disposed through the trial and the council was
unsure whether savings were ultimately passed on to householders. Illegal dumping recorded within
this region during the trial and at baseline was low equating to less than 1 tonne. Qualitatively
evidence from interviews with the council supports this data, where a representative reported they
did not believe illegal dumping was a problem in Richmond Valley.
Figure 26. Chart showing the number of registrations, number of disposals and tonnes disposed
through the HADS trial in Richmond Council.

Tweed Shire Council
As shown below, just over 170 tonnes of asbestos was disposed within Tweed Shire Council through
the HADS, this represents two thirds of the tonnage reported for NEWC combined. In total, 240
disposals were made and both contractor and DIY disposals had an impact on the overall tonnage
with contractors contributing to 44% and DIY to 56% of asbestos disposed. Tweed offered a saving of
$98.80/tonne through tip fee reduction and waiver of the levy. It should be noted, Tweed did not
administer the levy exemption over the HADS period as the saving offered by waiving the levy was
considered insufficient to make the administration of the exemption worthwhile.
As with most councils, there was no systematic identification or recording of illegal dumping of
asbestos during the trial, however no incidents were observed/reported. 12 tonnes of dumped
asbestos were reported in the previous year. It is difficult to ascertain whether the trial made a
difference or whether illegal dumping is sporadic in nature and the decline is coincidental, or if
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further action was taken in the baseline year to identify incidents. However, during interview the
council did express a desire to reduce their asbestos disposal fee permanently in the future.
Figure 27. Breakdown of asbestos disposal in Tweed Shire Council over the trial period.

2.6 Delivery of the scheme
This section includes the insights provided by the EPA project officer responsible for the HADS
delivery during pre and post-pilot process evaluation interviews as well as feedback provided by
grantees and scheme participants (both pre pilot and during the pilot) on the way the scheme
operated.
The HADS pilot was described by the EPA as a pilot program designed to test proposals made by
KPMG and local government, and to gather data on the results. It was made interesting because of:


17

Incorrect assumptions about how asbestos disposal works in NSW: the assumptions used to
guide the pilot were derived from the 2012 KPMG Review of the NSW Waste and
Environment Levy17 which indicated that a scheme should be created to help domestic
asbestos disposal rather than remove the levy on asbestos without conditions. However, the
KPMG report included some inaccuracies including the view that removing the levy would
motivate people to contaminate other waste with asbestos in order to avoid the levy.
However, this represents a fundamental misunderstanding of the asbestos acceptance
processes at landfill. In fact, the only incentive created as a result of removing the levy is to
wrap non-asbestos waste up and pass it off as asbestos at landfill. So, waiving the levy would
fundamentally undermine its integrity depending on the tip fees for mixed waste.

Waste Levy Review 2012 - http://www.epa.nsw.gov.au/wastetools/policymakers.htm
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Challenges of working with asbestos: the risks of working in this space made some councils
reluctant to participate and presented numerous difficulties in designing the scheme. For
example, councils were concerned about the potential for future liabilities if householders
became exposed to asbestos as a result of participating in the scheme. However, a useful
middle ground was achieved whereby householders can be incentivised to dispose of
asbestos along with being provided with protection and education.

As described above, the delivery model that underpinned the pilot was the delivery of a grant
funding program to support councils and landfill operators to encourage householders to lawfully
dispose of asbestos through a range of incentives. Some councils chose to facilitate these incentives
directly to householders, others did so via removalists (or a mix of the two). There were also
commitments on the part of grantees to promote the scheme to householders. Overall, this model
doesn’t appear to have been considered value for money by the councils. Councils perceive their
role as on-going administrators of, and data collectors for, a scheme that saves householders money
and generates business for removalists. The focus on incentives associated with the disposal costs
of asbestos resulted in hesitation amongst some councils to participate in the scheme. They felt that
the incentive for households to participate was insufficient due to the levy representing such a small
component of asbestos disposal and removal costs.
The post-pilot process evaluation highlighted recognition of the issue of council administration costs
being disproportionately high compared to the goods or services being delivered and the
acknowledgement of their being more efficient ways of delivering an asbestos disposal scheme
targeting householders or more effective ways of regulating licensed operators.
As such there is acknowledgement amongst both the EPA and HADS grantees that the scheme, as
designed, was not deemed to address all barriers preventing lawful and safe disposal of asbestos.
The nature of the scheme is felt to assume a level of awareness and compliance among
householders and contractors that does not always exist. For example, many householders do not
know they have asbestos, don’t know how to identify it or handle it, aren’t willing or able to pay a
licensed removalist to move it or to separate bonded from other asbestos. Furthermore, many such
people are not prepared to read ‘lengthy’ explanations as to how to do so. A clear and simple
awareness campaign was advocated as a necessary precursor to an initiative such as HADS.
“People don’t know what to do with asbestos” (Council)
Several aspects of the HADS as designed were not considered optimal in encouraging lawful and safe
disposal of household asbestos:


Scope of scheme: The social research found that, on the whole, the scheme was felt to work
better for smaller rather than larger amounts of asbestos. For example, when a householder
knows that they have a small amount of asbestos that has been lying around their property
for a while that they want to dispose of and the scheme enables them to do so more cheaply
than would otherwise be the case. Also, if the timing of a minor renovation that involves a
small amount of asbestos, coincided with the scheme so that it was a happy accident that
the removal of the asbestos occurred at the same time as the opportunity to dispose of it
was cheaper. In this way, the scheme tended to be found out about once the decision to
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remove and /or dispose of asbestos. As such, the scheme was seen as a welcome bonus, not
a motivator. By contrast, when awareness of the scheme came before a decision to remove
and / or dispose of asbestos, this was often followed by disappointment upon realisation
that the cost saving facilitated by the scheme was minimal.


Vouchers: The vouchers were universally acknowledged as one of the most successful
elements of the scheme: easy to understand and use as well as performing a vital role in
tracking asbestos removal from registration with council to disposal and landfill.



Requirement to use licensed removalists: This can constrain the extent to which asbestos is
removed in regional and / or low SES areas where many householders are reluctant or
unable to afford a contractor. Householders participating in the social research in regional
NSW said they prefer to do things independently as much as possible and the cost of a
contractor is prohibitive to many.
From the removalists point of view, this element of the HADS design scheme could also
create distortions in the market. HADS was said to have been promoted by removalists as a
transparent scheme with all contractors providing services for the same fixed price.
However, this is not necessarily what happened with some operators under-quoting to
obtain jobs (and then getting the householder to pay to remove further asbestos ‘found’
once work is underway) with no regulation of practices. For some, this led to timeconsuming trips to quote for work with a low hit rate.
“It’s an auction”
“They use pressure tactics to get the work”
“For small jobs it’s not going to work”
Furthermore, it is felt to be too easy to obtain a license to remove asbestos. So,
householders and poor operators are doing much of the work (cheaply) themselves leaving
little for experienced and heavily insured operators because they charge more to do the job
(properly). “They might not be insured or using the right equipment. They have no respect
for the scheme.”
The complexity caused by the inclusion of contractors was acknowledged in the process
evaluation in terms of the operation of the scheme and difficulties controlling it.
Furthermore, the majority of asbestos dumping and profiting from the scheme was
attributed to those operating as commercial asbestos removalists rather than householders.



Disposal of single loads: Where removalists were employed, they claimed that it is rarely
practical to go to the tip just to dispose of a single load of asbestos collected from one
household as part of the scheme. Rather, waste from multiple jobs (which may include
asbestos collected as part of HADS) can be loaded onto a single vehicle and taken to the tip.
It can then prove challenging or unrealistic to separate the HADS waste from other waste.
This is a particular barrier to using the scheme when the distance to the nearest landfill that
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accepts asbestos was too great. Furthermore, the requirement for councils to immediately
bury each load of asbestos upon receipt at the landfill site rather than multiple loads
together has led to some criticism by council that their workload was unreasonably
increased.


Kits: In some respects, the safety kits were one of the strongest elements of the scheme.
This reflects the success of the way Wagga Wagga council implemented the scheme and the
contribution of the kits to that success. However, where not administered correctly, the kits
were also the source of issues. Some participant householders found their bags deficient in
various ways including bags or plastic being too small to fit sheets of asbestos (with a couple
of householders in the social research stating that they had broken the asbestos into smaller
pieces in order to fit it into the plastic provided), lack of guidance on the type of plastic
required if more is needed or where to buy it from, an insufficient number of suits.
Information in the kits is felt to be too lengthy to encourage reading.



Self-service at the tip: the scheme has led to a number of householders taking asbestos to
the tip for the first time. This has proved quite confronting and difficult for some who do not
have a vehicle suitable for driving over the rough terrain or the strength to remove the
asbestos from the vehicle at the tip face.

Overall, the scheme is also felt to involve more administrative tasks than some council’s (who only
receive a rebate for asbestos disposed of via HADS rather than an administrative fee) anticipated.
The need for administration in general, and data collection in particular, to be done differently was
identified in the post-pilot process evaluation as critical for the success of future asbestos removal
schemes there being advantages and disadvantages of various aspects of the administrative systems
of the pilot:






The system allows landfills to be prepared. The landfill site is alerted to the imminent arrival
of asbestos via the receipt of a copy of the certificate issued at the end of the on-line or
telephone registration process. This makes it easy for the landfill to identify who is bringing
the asbestos and, in turn, makes ‘rorting’ the scheme very difficult.
The need for householders or removalists to provide 24 hours notice of the delivery of
asbestos to a landfill site was confirmed by most participants in the social research.
However, some who are known to their local landfill as a result of visiting it frequently as
part of their normal job (e.g. builders disposing of asbestos from their own households)
were allowed to just turn up with a load.
Although information was important to legitimise disposal, the requirement to provide
personal data could be quite off-putting for the householder. The grantees fed back that
some householders were put off using the scheme to dispose of asbestos due to the need to
provide their address on the registration form; “Because it identifies their property and they
get paranoid because it’s asbestos” (Council). The need for householders to provide their
address when they register puts some people off as they don’t understand what the process
is and have some fear of potentially expensive or disruptive repercussions (due to the timing
coinciding with media coverage of the on-going Mr Fluffy asbestos insulation debacle). Some
think that the council having a record of asbestos being on the property may become an
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issue when they come to sell; “How can I do this without running foul of the council?”
Householder)
Additionally some licensed removalists are described by councils as unwilling or unable to
complete much paperwork. The process of interviewing licensed removalists and builders
during the social research provided some insight into the possibility that there may be a
poor fit between some members of these professions and compliance with documentary
requirements.

It is also clear that the benefits of some elements of the HADS administration were not well
understood by councils. It is difficult for council landfill staff to know that they need, or how, to
differentiate between asbestos being disposed of via HADS and other asbestos. The same applies to
monitoring the amount of asbestos disposed of under HADS per voucher. Indeed, to do so was felt
to be counterproductive to the overall aim of encouraging the same disposal of household asbestos
amongst some; “It feels like councils are being asked to regulate the way asbestos is disposed of on
behalf of the EPA and we don’t want to” (Council)
The perception of overlap in the type of information to be provided across the various reporting
forms (e.g. Section 88 and HADS quarterly reporting forms) led to frustration and a perception of
possible siloing within the EPA, and between the EPA and WorkCover, leading to increased workload
for councils. This led to the criticism that there was “No cross-divisional cooperation” (Council).
The process evaluation identified that the scheme operated more efficiently when delivered by
individual rather than groups of councils. The reason for this was identified as the fact that the
regional waste coordinators are not part of councils and their involvement leads to
miscommunication which makes it preferable for the EPA to work with individual councils and their
officers on the ground. The best role for a waste coordinator in the trial process was felt to be not as
a trail coordinator but in handling promotion and community engagement.
In part due to the ‘pilot’ nature of the Scheme, the EPA allowed the scheme to be modified to better
suit the needs of individual councils. The fact that different councils ran the scheme in the way they
wanted to and the fact that this wasn’t ideal was raised in the process evaluation as useful learning
for future schemes, i.e. the need for a template for councils to implement on a ‘take it or leave it’
basis to enhance consistency and contain the opportunity for abuse by rogue operators.
Whilst not ideal from a program management point of view, this flexible approach has also meant
that the EPA suffered from criticism in terms of ‘moving the goalposts’. Councils felt that the trial
they signed up to initially was changed. This increased the volume and changed the nature of the
work required for councils. There also appears to be some lack of appreciation of the rationale for
some changes.

3 Discussion and Conclusions
In total the HADS pilot resulted in the legal disposal of 740 tonnes of asbestos. Although this shows
that the pilot did have traction, evidence from councils participating in the scheme where disposal
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information outside of the HADs was available, shows this is proportionately low compared to legal
disposal outside of the scheme.
In 4 out of 10 councils18, the primary reason cited for participating was to save money and social
research indicates householders believed cost was a primary motivator for illegal dumping.
However, social research indicates that householders were also unsure of the price of asbestos
disposal or the savings they would have made through participation. Savings offered through the
trial were varied (Between $73.70/tonne and $358.00/tonne) and dependent on region/council.
However, a primary focus of the HADS pilot program was reducing cost through waiver of the NSW
Environmental Levy. Although, waiver of the levy does pass on a saving, it is a minor component of
disposal costs, the larger cost being the tip fee charged by each individual landfill. This is especially
true when examined in light of the average disposal size made by householders (DIY disposals range
from 150kg to 290kg in over-arching regional trial areas). It follows, that the savings were greatest
for householders participating in the HADs where the incentive for legal and safe disposal facilitated
through the scheme was a reduction in the minimum charge for disposal.
Social research revealed that the disposal cost at landfill is considered minor compared to the actual
cost of removing asbestos. The high public profile of asbestos as a dangerous substance led to
assumptions that any government initiative to encourage / support householders to dispose of it
would adopt more of a ‘holistic’ approach. In other words, it was often a disappointment and
sometimes a deterrent to find that the scheme only comprised a reduction in the cost of the
cheapest part of legally removing asbestos from one’s property. Therefore, if a householder had
more than 10 square meters of asbestos and was unable to afford to pay for a licensed removalist to
remove and dispose of it, registration in the scheme may not be carried through to actual disposal. It
follows that there is also great variability in the proportion of registrations which resulted in a
disposal, not all those who registered were able to estimate tonnage but it could be those that were
not followed through were large in nature. In WSRADS, conversion was particularly low with some
councils showing as little as 9% of registrations resulting in a disposal.
The householders who appeared to be most satisfied with the scheme were those who used it to
remove and / or dispose of small amounts of asbestos themselves and did not have to engage or pay
a contractor. This is likely to be because they were better able to realise that they had benefited
from using the scheme particularly in relation to saving money. In regions where the minimum
disposal charge was reduced such as Wagga Wagga, there were substantial savings offered to a
householder with small quantities of asbestos.
By contrast householders who used the scheme via a licensed removalist (due to the larger volume
of asbestos) were less closely engaged with the disposal process and were often less satisfied. This
could both be due to lack of awareness on savings made but may also be due to householders not
benefiting from the scheme when a contractor was engaged. A number of councils reported it was
quite possible contractors were profiting from the scheme rather than passing on the saving to
householders. Further to this in some regions, single contractors dominated the list of disposals
made and councils felt that they were abusing the scheme.

18

Based on councils where motivation for participation was collated as part of quarterly reporting.
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Licensed removalists tended to see the scheme initially as an opportunity to get more work but then
realised that abiding by its rules could make it more effort than it was worth. Indeed, some licensed
removalists actively discouraged householders from disposing of their asbestos through the scheme
because it involved too much hassle for them. This may explain why the builders only used the
scheme for personal use rather than when disposing of asbestos for clients. The main bone of
contention with the scheme from the perspective of licensed removalists and builders was the fact
that it prohibited them from taking asbestos from multiple households to the landfill in a single visit.
It is quite impractical for those based some distance from landfill that accepts asbestos to take each
separate, relatively small load of asbestos to the landfill individually.
It has not been possible to fully ascertain the impact HADS may have had on illegal dumping. This is
because councils do not have adequate systems to locate dumping incidents or systems to record
information subsequent to cleaning up an incident. That said, the data available suggests that illegal
dumping is not large scale, particularly in regional councils where illegal disposal accounted for less
than 1% of all asbestos disposed during the trial period. Where illegal dumping of asbestos is highest
(WSRADS), size of individual incidents suggest that they are perpetrated by commercial businesses
rather than households.
The administration costs for councils to run the program were very high compared to the goods or
services they were delivering which led to criticisms of the program from the councils. Where
councils invested in expanding the program to improve its success, as was the case in WSRADS
running a collection day. This also proved to be an expensive pursuit.
Regardless of satisfaction the pilot did provide a useful opportunity to increase householders’
awareness and access to safety kits. It also enabled the EPA to develop a better understanding of
household behaviours and provided councils with valuable experience in working with asbestos,
developing and using risk management processes and data collection as well as helping them
develop a better understanding of what they can do to assist ratepayers. However, it was also
recognized that a different approach to that adopted for the HADS pilot should be used for future
programs designed to encourage householders to dispose of asbestos legally. Recommendations in
this regard are discussed further below.

4 Recommendations
The following recommendations have been developed in consultation with the NSW EPA.
1. Removing the levy on asbestos waste is unlikely to have an impact on rates of asbestos
dumping and its removal without conditions could undermine the overall integrity of the
levy.
One primary objective of the HADS pilot was to assess if the levy was a key motivator encouraging
illegal dumping of asbestos. The HADS did not provide any evidence that the levy is a key motivator
for illegal dumping. For most council’s illegal dumping levels pre and post HADS could not be
compared as baseline data was either not recorded, or was based on an estimate. Outside of the
trial period, the levy represents between 18% and 59% of asbestos disposal costs/tonne. In real
terms in regional councils the levy cost applied to the average DIY disposal size ranged from $4.75 to
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$27.29. It follows, that removing the levy on asbestos waste at the landfill gate is unlikely to impact
upon illegal asbestos dumping incidents or to incentivise legal disposal by householders. Further to
this it could undermine the integrity of the levy if it were waived for asbestos. Currently any waste
presented at a waste facility wrapped in black plastic and declared as asbestos is accepted as
asbestos. Removing the levy from asbestos creates an economic incentive to wrap other waste types
in black plastic to access cheaper disposal.
2. Remove the minimum charges for the disposal of small amounts of asbestos waste.
The size of disposals made by householders is often small, under the program the average amount
was 240kg. The minimum charges normally applied to asbestos disposal can therefore greatly impact
upon cost to householders. This is particularly apparent in the Sydney metropolitan region where,
the minimum charge of 1 tonne could result in an average DIY disposal costing over $380.00.
Removal of the minimum charge and implementation of a weight based charge may therefore
provide substantial savings and encourage legal disposal of small quantities.
As the minimum charges are controlled by waste facilities not the NSW EPA, to achieve their
effective removal the EPA may want to consider additional options to provide cost effectively
dispose of small quantities of asbestos waste for home renovators. Options for the disposal of 250kg
or less proposed by NSW EPA and discussed with Databuild include:




Acceptance of asbestos at Community Recycling Centres, or the Household Chemical
CleanOut. The UK already has systems to enable residents to dispose of small quantities of
asbestos at their equivalent to the community recycling centres, or provides residential
collections services for small quantities. These options could be particularly effective for the
Sydney metropolitan area where landfills are privately run and minimum charges are high.
In regional areas adopt a model similar to that run by Wagga Wagga where home renovators
sign up at council, are provided with education information about asbestos safety and a
safety kit including a disposal voucher. This voucher system could be combined with a
capped levy exemption where councils are allocated a certain number of levy free tonnes of
asbestos per annum (an initial levy cap amount could be developed from the trial data).

3. Support council use of RIDonline to collect and manage asbestos dumping data to inform
future asbestos dumping prevention strategies.
As indicated above, the illegal disposal of asbestos in regional councils appears to be low (<1%),
suggesting that illegal disposal of asbestos may not be a significant issue outside of the Sydney
metropolitan area. However, most of the councils do not survey the land for illegal dumping
incidents and there is no systematic way of recording. The NSW EPA would therefore benefit from
supporting councils to collect better data on illegal dumping of asbestos. This in turn could help
inform strategy for prevention going forward. It is noted, that the EPA Illegal Dumping Coordination
Team is currently in the process of launching the RIDonline database to support public land
managers to collect and manage illegal dumping data which will help with this in the future.
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4. Further research needs to be conducted into the prevention of asbestos dumping by
commercial business as the majority of asbestos dumping appears to be perpetrated by
commercial operators.
As indicated under Section 2.1 of this report, the greatest quantity of illegal dumping under the trail
was perpetrated in the 8 council areas in Western Sydney. The average incident size is just over 1
tonne, indicating that commercial businesses are likely to be committing these offences. NSW EPA
should consider strategies to target this group in future initiatives and further research should be
conducted to understand factors that motivate commercial businesses to illegally dump asbestos.
This may simply reflect the fact that the majority of asbestos disposed of in NSW is commercial, as
acknowledged in the post-pilot process evaluation. Future programs might be better targeted at
commercial asbestos disposal or more effective regulation of the construction and demolition
industry.

6. Improve householder knowledge of how to safely dispose of asbestos waste and it’s real
cost.
In order to optimise the success of initiatives focusing on the disposal of asbestos by householders, it
is necessary to first address awareness and attitudes around asbestos and improve access to its
removal and disposal in terms of the cost of the former and location of the latter.
The social research demonstrated that there is a significant lack of knowledge or misconception
about how to dispose of asbestos safely, how much it costs and the location of disposal facilities.
The social research showed that the most effective mediums to communicate with those considering
removing asbestos were newspapers, councils websites, radio and television advertising, and that
the residents contacted council for further information about safe disposal.
The NSW EPA should investigate working with the Heads of Asbestos Coordination Authority
organisations to develop education packages and communication material that can be tailored by
individual councils to clearly show how much asbestos disposal costs in their area, options for safe
removal, and disposal locations.
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The education information would work best if combined with the safety kits, and either a voucher
system or the option to dispose of asbestos waste at a Community Recycling Centre or other
disposal venue.
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Appendix 1: Quarterly Report Information
Data requested from each council at quarterly intervals is shown below. For some councils the
questions were phrased different but the core data captured/requested was consistent.








Pilot Information
 Organisation Name
 Contact Name
 Contact Phone number
 Data for: (which quarter)
 Start date: DD/MM/YY
 End Date: DD/MM/YY - must be 3 months after start date
Householder Registration Information
 Unique job identification number provided by council
 Street address of household asbestos removed from (unit/house number + street name
+ suburb + postcode)
 Local Government Area
 Number of asbestos removal kits purchased (0 / 1 / 2 / 3 etc)
 Tonnes of (wrapped, bonded asbestos) to be disposed of
 Licensed Asbestos Removal Contractor Used (Y/N)
 Name of Asbestos removal contractor
 Contractor vehicle registration number
 Amount charged by contractor for job (GST inclusive)
 How householder heard about asbestos disposal scheme
 Reasons for householder participating in scheme
 Approximate amount (in tonnes), if any remaining asbestos at address provided by
householder not currently being disposed of (Y/N)
 Willing to be contacted for further information on participating in asbestos disposal
scheme (Y/N)
 "If willing to be contacted: Phone number"
 Other relevant information
Council Pilot Information
 Number of media activities
 Type of media activities
 Number of illegal dumping prevention activities - for any waste type
 Type of illegal dumping prevention activities - for any waste type
 Willing to be contacted for further information on participating in asbestos disposal
scheme (Y/N)
 "If willing to be contacted: Phone number"
 Other relevant information
Council Illegal Dumping Information
 Tonnes of unlawfully dumped asbestos
 Tonnes of unlawfully dumped asbestos cleaned-up
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Cost of clean-up of unlawfully dumped asbestos.

Appendix 2: Topic guide for post-pilot review with EPA
Overall how have you found the pilot?
What has gone according to plan and what helped it to do so, (e.g. systems, resources)?
What hasn’t gone according to plan and what do you think led to this?
What has worked well and what helped it to do so?
What hasn’t worked well and why do you think that was?
With the benefit of hindsight, what differences would you make to the process if you were to set up
the same pilot now?
What difference do you think this would make?
Any other comments / thoughts / feedback on the process?
Any specific feedback on / issues relating to particular elements of the pilot








Reporting
Administration
Amount of asbestos collected
Particular councils
Metro Vs Regional
Individual Vs group councils

What would need to be done differently if and when HADS runs again and what difference would
that make
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Cost of disposal of cleaned-up unlawfully dumped asbestos
Local Government Area of unlawfully dumped asbestos
Type of unlawfully dumped asbestos, e.g. bonded asbestos DIY/Contractor or asbestos
contaminated C&D
 Comments on illegal dumping incident
Council Landfill (not collected for all councils)
 Landfill Name
 Date load received
 Unique job ID number
 Tonnes of bonded asbestos on certificate
 Tonnes of bonded asbestos disposed of
 Asbestos disposal pilot exemption code number
 Number of asbestos removal kits disposed of (0 / 1 / 2 / 3 etc)
 Licensed asbestos removal contractor Used (Y/N)
 Full name of asbestos removal contractor
 Contractor vehicle registration number
 Amount charged by contractor for job (GST inclusive)
 Willing to be contacted for further information on experience of asbestos disposal
scheme (Y/N)
 "If willing to be contacted: Phone number"
 Other relevant information
Rejected Loads Register (not collected for all councils)
 Landfill Name
 Date load rejected
 Estimated amount of asbestos/asbestos contaminated waste in load
 Vehicle registration number
 Vehicle driver's name & address
 Willing to be contacted for further information on experience of asbestos disposal
scheme (Y/N)
 "If willing to be contacted: Phone number"
 Other relevant information
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1 Introduction
A key part of the NSW Environment Protection Authority’s (EPA) strategy to tackle illegal dumping
(ID) involves improving the data on the nature and scale of ID in the state. As part of this effort, the
EPA has developed RIDonline, a database to collate data on ID. It was launched to users in councils
and other land managers on 28th September 2015, who are strongly encouraged to use the database1.
From February 2016, the public will also be able to report instances of ID via RIDonline.
At this early stage in the database’s roll out, the EPA has commissioned Databuild to help them:
1. Understand more about the way RIDonline is being used
a. Which fields are used and how this affects the EPA’s ability to report on ID
b. Assess the quality of the current data and identify how to address any issues
2. Develop a plan for the first year of RIDonline’s operation to
a. Monitor the quality of the data
b. Ensure that users are complying with governance procedures
3. Assess the uptake of public reporting, including
a. The number of reports made via the public app
b. Whether reports via the public app are made by councils or members of the public
c. How the reports are distributed across the LGAs
d. The types of waste that are being reported
e. Whether the reports are progressing through the investigation statuses.
This will help to ensure that appropriate improvements can be made to RIDonline and that the data
it contains supports the EPA and land managers in understanding the issue of ID. Table 1 below
summarises profile information about RIDonline.
Table { SEQ Table \* ARABIC }: Indicative information about RIDonline as at March 2016
No. of target
organisations2
183

No. organisations
with registered
users
105

No. of registered
users
6274

Total no. of
incident records
since 20093
~ 39,000

Incident
records since
28 Sep 2015
6,997

This document reports the findings from an audit of 4 months of RIDonline data inputted by land
managers. It addresses the first of the objectives above and contains the following sections:
Section 2 – Summarises the audit approach
Section 3 – Documents the findings of the audit
Section 4 – Makes recommendations based on the audit findings
Additionally, recipients of grant funding must use RIDonline
The NSW councils (registered and not yet registered) plus other registered organisations.
3 Includes data imported from the previous database, but which has not been audited due to differences in the way
historical data was recorded
4 Includes 76 users from the EPA and approximately 20 user accounts that are no longer active (e.g. imported from the
previous database)
1
2

3
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Sections 5, 6 and 7 – Appendices with additional detail, as referenced in Section 4.

4
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2 Overview of approach
Databuild analysed an exported data set covering ID incidences recorded from 28th September 2015
until 28th February 20165. The aim was to understand the current level of accuracy, to identify
whether/how this needs to be improved and inform the ID team’s decisions about the way the data
is used.
Analysis of the following was undertaken to assess the integrity of this data:


Use of optional fields, including
o Which of the optional fields are actually being used
o Indications of mis-use of the use of optional fields, e.g. users simply selecting the
first option, over use of ‘other’ or over-representation of some options
o Greater/ lesser levels of mis-use by particular groups of users.



Recorded tonnages
o Examining the distribution of values; identifying outliers and sense-checking the
values
o Examining waste tonnages by material types, including examining the factors used
to convert dimension measurements into weights



Any other potential issues with data quality that might be apparent from the data, e.g.
o Incomplete incident records, where all fields are blank, no waste type is listed
o Updating/ progress of records, as indicated by the proportion of incidents that are
categorised as at investigation stage, cleaned up, or completed
o Verification of system-identified duplicate records.

The audit utilised the following techniques for analysis:





General systematic examination of the full dataset and descriptive analysis of the data
Analysis of any differences by:
o The users’ organisation type (including councils, RID squads, NPWS, Crown Land,
Forestry, DPI)
o The most intensive users
Analysis of any variation in the data inputted during the initial month and the final month to
identify changing patterns of user over time.

Further detail on the approach is available in a separate Method document.

Historical data from older databases has been imported into RIDonline, but was not included in the audit, as the fields/
input restrictions have changed with the introduction of the new database.
5

5
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3 Audit findings
3.1 Overview
Overall, the RIDonline dataset appears to be developing well. Although some issues have been
identified, many of these are user-specific and could be addressed through education activities (both
targeted to a small number of key users and across the user base). The User Survey6 was utilised to
aid analysis of trends in relation the use of RIDonline by target organisations.
The main exceptions to this are:


The varying proportions of optional fields left blank
o This may be a concern for some priority fields (e.g. waste type7, clean-up cost), as it
could impact the EPA’s ability to analyse the nature of illegal dumping across the
state



The accuracy of estimated and calculated weights, particularly
o Differences between average estimated and calculated weights for some waste
types, potentially due to real or perceived issues with the conversion factors
o Whether all users are reporting in the correct unit (as some entries indicate the user
may not have converted from kilograms to tonnes)
o Whether recording weight in tonnes8 means that light-weight incidents are being
recorded as zero and the weight profile is being skewed.

3.2 Use of optional fields
Optional fields, while often utilised correctly by users, were also left blank relatively
frequently, with some optional fields left blank in up to 98% of records. The ‘other’
option was used infrequently, with ‘other’ making up no more than 1% of any given
field.

3.2.1 O
pti

onal fields left blank
Four trends emerged when considering missing data across the optional fields:

1

Some fields were significantly more likely to be left blank than others, largely due to the very
specific nature of some fields and their relevance to certain stages of the investigation
process (e.g. ‘vehicle registration number’, ‘informant address’). However, it is challenging to
discern from the available information whether a field is appropriately blank or has simply not been
completed. The most common blank fields are shown in Table 2 below.

However, ‘waste items’ was left blank over 95% of the time, despite the relevance of its content to
future investigations. For example, this may be due to the number of fields previous to ‘waste items’

The User Survey was conducted online by the EPA, with findings shared with Databuild to provide insights into the ways
in which users entered data into the RIDonline database.
7 Now a compulsory field following enhancements deployed on 31/3/16
8 Enhancements have added 2 decimal places to the calculations, resolving this issue.
6

6
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that glean similar information from users. While a blank field was very common when listing waste
type (11% of records), these incidents made up only a small proportion of overall weight9.
Further analysis of the blank priority fields is outlined under point 3 below.
Table { SEQ Table \* ARABIC }: Fields where more than 90% of records are blank
Field

Proportion of
records left blank

Vehicleregnos
regulatoryactions10
personofinterest
Wasteitems
informantaddress
Perpetratorid
perpetratorname
Informantemail
Cleanuppaidby

98.73%
97.19%
96.53%
95.56%
95.05%
94.02%
94.02%
91.12%
90.83%

Number of Incidents
with field blank
(Total records = 6,219)
6,140
6,044
6,003
5,943
5,911
5,847
5,847
5,667
5,649

2

Some organisations also tended to use more blank or ‘other’ fields, with most organisations
having an approximately proportional ratio of blanks to records. However, Wingecarribee
and Forestry Corporation- Mid North Coast each had notably larger proportions of blanks to
total records (Figure 1. See Section 3.6 for further analysis). Analysis of the top 10 individual users11
of blank fields reveals an average ratio of blank fields to total records of 2.8, with two users having
A
small higher than average ratios of blank fields to total records created (Figure 2).
notably

numbe

r of

organis

ations

and
Databuild understands that the waste type field will become mandatory in the next functionality update, so this
proportion should naturally reduce as further records are entered.
10 The ‘regulatory action’ field will only be complete if ‘investigation status’ was ‘regulatory action taken’, otherwise the
users
field will be legitimately blank
11 Individual users will not be named in this document, and as such are given monikers to display user trends. User
monikers (e.g. User 1, User 2) are specific to individual figures, with e.g. ‘User 1’ changing throughout this report. Real user
identities
were are available in the separate document provided to the ID team.
9

7

much
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Figure { SEQ Figure \* ARABIC }: Ratio of fields left blank to total incidents reported by top 10
organisational users
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Figure { SEQ Figure \* ARABIC }: Ratio of fields left blank to total incidents reported by top 10
individual users

0
User 2

User 3

User 4
User 5
User 6
User 7
Ratio of blanks to total incidents reported

User 8
User 9
Count of incidentid

User 10

Priority fields were identified as those most critical to understanding the nature of illegal dumping in NSW: ‘landowner
name’, ‘calculated weight’, ‘estimated weight’, ‘cleaner name’, ‘investigation status’ and ‘waste primary name’
12
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3

Of fields identified as ‘priority fields’12 (i.e. fields key to understanding the nature of illegal
dumping in NSW), blanks constituted between 11% and 90% of entries. Table 3 below shows
the proportion of records where these fields are blank, along with ‘cleanuppaidby’ and
‘cleanupcost’.

As above, some of these fields might be legitimately blank, e.g. the cost of the cleanup might not be
clear if the material was collected as part of a wider collection; estimated weight can be left blank if
weight is instead calculated. However, it could be beneficial to encourage users to update records
after waste has been removed to capture this useful information where possible.
Table { SEQ Table \* ARABIC }: Proportion of blank records for priority fields
Field
cleanuppaidby
cleanupcost
estimatedweight
cleanername
investigationstatusreasonname
investigationstatusname
landownername
wasteprimaryname

Proportion of
records left blank
90.83%
85.74%
69.79%
64.59%
30.95%
20.97%
16.22%
10.58%

Fields left blank in more than 50% of records are shown in Figure 3. Further analysis of this
information highlights several user-specific opportunities to clarify usage and improve data quality,
details of which have been provided to the ID team separately.
Figure { SEQ Figure \* ARABIC }: Fields left blank over 50% of the time
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No clear correlation is present between the number of blank fields in a record and whether
the record is followed up or updated at a later date. The EPA was keen to ensure that
9
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sufficient information to support an investigation was gathered and recorded, although the
relationship between blanks and further action appears to be more complex. However, records with
a larger proportion of blank fields appear less likely to progress to a closed investigation (Figure 4),
suggesting possible causes:



There may not be sufficient information to close the case after beginning the
investigation/updating the record
Users may input only minimal data for ‘simple’ cases that have a clear solution.

Figure { SEQ Figure \* ARABIC }: Investigation status against the number of blank fields in record
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Other
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Waste Removed
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3.2.2 Selection of ‘other’
The selection of ‘other’ from predefined lists formed a very small proportion of the RIDonline
database, with users more often leaving a blank field than selecting ‘other’. There was a total of
1,467 ‘other’ fields selected in the entire database, with ‘other’ at no point totalling more than 1% of
answers in a given field. This may suggest that users who are unsure of the correct input for a field
prefer to leave it blank than to select ‘other’, potentially due to the ease of leaving a field blank.
Of fields with ‘other’ selected, the top five fields comprised 94% of total ‘other’ selected in records.
The percentages of ‘other’ as a proportion of all answers in a given field are:




waste primary name (0.85%)
waste breakdown (0.45%)
investigation status reason name (0.42%)
10
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notes (0.39%)
investigation status (0.37%).

For estimated weight, there were 71 records of ‘other’ waste, totalling 20.2 tonnes, or less than
0.06% of total estimated waste weight13. ‘Other’ waste had a total weight of 0 for calculated weight,
from a total of over 33,695 tonnes recorded. There were 249 records of ‘other’ waste with a
calculated weight, each presumably weighing less than 50kg and therefore being rounded down to
0. If each of these incidents had an average weight of 25kg, they would still make up less than 0.2%
of total calculated weight. However, responses to the user survey suggest that at least one user
utilises the ‘other’ option for incidents where waste is recorded but no waste is found, perhaps
offering one explanation for why so many ‘other’ records have a weight of zero (Figure 5).
Figure { SEQ Figure \* ARABIC }: Waste type by weight, with weights attributed to ‘blank’
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For fields such as ‘primary waste type’ (0.85% of total records) and ‘waste breakdown’ (0.45% of
total records), ‘other’ made up only very small proportions of total waste by weight (0.05% of total).
‘Other’ comprised 0.26% of total estimated weight. Combined, there are just over 20 tonnes of
weight categorised as ‘other’ by type, likely due to the total calculated weight of 0 in the dataset.
‘Other’ in ‘investigation status’ or ‘reason for investigation status’ each totalled less than 0.5% of
total records.
The top 10 organisational and individual users of ‘other’ are shown in in Figure 6 and Figure 7,
alongside the number of records for comparison. The top 10 organisational users account for 23% of
‘other’ in the dataset, while the top 10 individual users account for 37% of ‘other’. These figures
(22% and 37%) are represented in the figures below. For most users, use of ‘other’ is proportional to
total incidents recorded. However some users, such as the Hunter RID Squad and, to a smaller
extent, Sutherland, had higher use of ‘other’ than total incidents reported.
Estimated weight is dependent on the individual user and their estimation of the weight of waste found, while calculated
weight is determined by formulas selected for waste type by the EPA and based on volumes input by the user.
13
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Figure { SEQ Figure \* ARABIC }: The top organisational users of ‘other’ and their contribution to
this 22% of ‘other’ in dataset
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Figure { SEQ Figure \* ARABIC }: The top 10 individual users of ‘other’ and their contribution to this
37% of ‘other’ in dataset
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3.3 Waste types and weight
The analysis indicated that waste types and waste weight were closely correlated, but
with several key points worth exploring individually. These included:
 The variability in the relationship between weights and the number of
incidents for some waste types
 Clear differences between the estimated and calculated weights that warrant
further investigation.

3.3.1 W
ast
e
Typ

es
Household items such as furniture accounted for 35% and made up the largest proportion of
incidents recorded (2,169 of 6,219 incidents). This was followed by ‘blank’ (11%, or 658 incidents),
general household items including items such as food or nappies (10%, or 592 incidents) and
construction waste (7%, or 454 incidents) (Figure 8)
Figure { SEQ Figure \* ARABIC }: Waste types as a proportion of incidents
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Proportions of waste types and weights varied between the first and fourth months of the dataset,
as shown in Figure 9. The EPA could consider this finding in relation to their knowledge of seasonal
trends, in combination with consultation with experienced users, such as the RID Squads and
Programs.
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Waste type also varied significantly by organisation and associated urban/rural context, with fewer
items such as vehicles and car parts found in urban areas. Additionally, proportions of waste type
were found to vary by organisation type (Figure 10 and Figure 11).
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Figure { SEQ Figure \* ARABIC }: The relationship between waste type, weight and number of incidents (month 1 vs month 4)
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Figure { SEQ Figure \* ARABIC }: Proportion of incidents of each waste type reported by each organisation type
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Figure { SEQ Figure \* ARABIC }: Waste type (grouped categories) as a percentage of total incidents by organisation (grouped) 14
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Weight outliers
Several outliers were found in the weights when analysed by waste type. While some of these
appear to be truly large dumps of the identified material, there also appears to be an issue where
incidents involving multiple materials are recorded as just one primary waste type. This may have
implications for the way the EPA analyses this data in future. Key outliers include:


Asbestos: two large incidents, both of which appear to be large incidents (as the notes
suggest one is a result of illicit commercial activity and the other a vacant plot with remnant
asbestos on site), but perhaps with inconsistencies in the way the material is measured
o Asbestos, with other materials (including bricks, concrete) = 11,880 tonnes (nearly 6
times larger than the next largest incident)
o Asbestos, mixed with other waste = 1,704 tonnes



Household- Items; furniture, clothes, carpets: one large incident of 2,430 tonnes
o The incident is almost 6 times larger than the next largest incident of the same
waste type
o It appears to be a large incident but is potentially incorrectly categorised, as the
‘wasteitems’ field notes it includes an abandoned vehicle



Mulch: Most of the 69 records for mulch involve small quantities (only 3 involve amounts
greater than 20 tonnes)
o Two incidents are significantly larger, involving 2,622 and 1,398 tonnes respectively
o These both appear to be regular dump locations, where successive activity has
contributed material
o However, it may also be the case that some of these incidents have been recorded
as tonnes when the measurement is actually kilograms, as it seems unlikely that so
many incidents would involve several tonnes of mulch



Soil and excavated material: one large incident of 1,483 tonnes, more than 9 times larger
than the next largest incident
o This large incident may be related to commercial activities, according to the notes
o It also includes car tyres, which has not been recorded separately



Tyres: one incident of 1,080 tonnes, which is over 7 times larger than the next largest
incident
o Based on the notes, the site appears to have accumulated material over time, which
also includes mixed household waste and burnt out vehicles.

18
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3.3.2 Calculated and estimated weight
Additionally, six trends emerged when analysing calculated and estimated waste weights:

1

A comparison of total weight for each waste type against number of records generated
reveals differences between calculated and estimated weights, the types of waste for which
weight is more frequently estimated and users more prone to estimated weights as opposed
to using a calculated weight.

For waste types not typically known as particularly light or heavy, large differences in total weight
and number of incidents may indicate that either the weight type has been selected inaccurately, or,
perhaps more likely, that the weight estimates are over- or under-estimated (Figure 12). The
differences most notably occur for asbestos (with far more weight than incidents, mainly due to one
record of 11,888 tonnes of asbestos), household goods (with far more incidents than weight),
household goods (whitegoods) (more incidents than weight), mulch and soil (both with higher total
weights than incidents).
Figure { SEQ Figure \* ARABIC }: Incident count, and total weight by waste type
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Figure 13 displays the difference between average estimated and calculated weights. It shows
that for some waste types, such as soil, mulch, electronic waste and asbestos, a large
difference between average weights occurs. A negative difference could mean that weight for
a particular waste type is being underestimated in calculated weights (such as for electronic waste),
while a positive difference could indicate that calculated weights are being overestimated (such as
asbestos).
Further analysis of the tonnes per incident15 for waste types where there are sizeable differences
(having removed the outliers) shows that:
19
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Asbestos and Vehicles – the average tonnes per incident for the calculated weight is
approximately 4 times greater than the measured weight
Green waste - the average tonnes per incident for the calculated weight is approximately 1.7
times greater than the measured weight
Mulch and Household - the average tonnes per incident for the calculated weight is
approximately 1.3 and 1.2 times greater (respectively) than the measured weight
Soil - the average tonnes per incident for the calculated weight is approximately 0.7 times
greater than the measured weight.

Again, this may indicate that the conversion factors could be improved, or alternatively that users
prefer to estimate the weight of smaller incidents and calculate for larger incidents.
Figure { SEQ Figure \* ARABIC }: The difference between the average calculated and estimated
weights on RIDonline
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For some users, the average of their estimated weight entries is substantially higher than the
overall average of estimated weights (Figure 14). Additionally, they have recorded multiple
high estimates. These users are identified in the separate document provided to the ID team.

This might indicate that users are more comfortable estimating the weights of some waste types
than others, or feel that the calculated weights for some waste types could be better estimated by
themselves.
For those who had estimated weight for 3 or more records, the average estimate was 1.24 tonnes
per incident- marginally higher than the average of 1.16 tonnes for all users who had estimated
Following the removal of outliers, the mean tonnes per incident were calculated per waste type as: (total estimated
tonnes / total number of incidents where the weight was estimated) or (total calculated tonnes / total number of incidents
where the weight was calculated)
15
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weight at some point (Figure 15). Without comparison to confirmed weight data, the accuracy of
estimates are difficult to gauge, and may vary by users’ differing estimation methods. This was
reflected in the user survey, where some users commented that the conversion factors resulted in
weights that were too heavy for some waste types, with household waste, green waste/vegetation
and vehicles flagged as areas of concern.
Figure { SEQ Figure \* ARABIC }: Incident count, weight sum and average weight estimates of the
top users of the 'Estimate Weight' function
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Figure 15 ii): Waste types more likely to be estimated by users
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The use of tonnes as the unit of weight means that any illegal dumping incidents with waste
weighing less than 50kg will be rounded down to 016. However, one survey respondent
commented that when they enter a weight of 250kg, the entry defaults to zero, potentially
explaining several 0 entries for estimated weights. This level of rounding could mean it is hard to
fully analyse trends in the data, such as the relationship between the waste weight, clean-up costs
and progression to investigation. Also, some users may not be clear about the unit for weight, as
noted in the analysis of outliers (Section 3.3.2), which would distort the data.

5

There were 324 incidents where no weight (estimated or calculated) was supplied,
accounting for just over 5% of records. For organisations, the top 7 users of a blank field for
both estimated and calculated weight make up 86% of cases (Figure 17). For individual users,
the top 4 users of a blank field for both estimated and calculated weight make up 96% of cases
(Figure 16). These user-specific opportunities are detailed in the separate document provided to the
ID team (in this document, the individuals are simply numbered).

16

This issue has since been resolved, with weight sensitivity increased to 2 decimal places in the last RIDonline update
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6

Three records with non-standard entries for the waste type were identified, with waste
types: ‘0.852227046’, ‘53’ and ‘658’. These records all represent very small amounts of waste,
but it is unclear how these might have occurred.

Figure { SEQ Figure \* ARABIC }: The 30 individual users who have left both estimated and
calculated weight fields blank, with the top 7 users of both fields blank making up 86% of cases
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Figure { SEQ Figure \* ARABIC }: The 11 organisational users of blank estimated and calculated
weight fields, with the top 4 constituting 94% of cases
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3.4 Incident status and updates
Incident status and updates to incident records showed two key trends: increased
likelihood of a closed investigation given an extended period of time to last update;
and a clear relationship between the total number of blanks in a form and the
likelihood of a closed investigation. Of records created in the RIDonline database
during the first 4 months, 22% had been updated at least one day after creation.

Rec
ords
that
had
been updated at least one day after creation were analysed. Trends in investigation status can be
seen when viewed against days between creation and final update (Figure 18 – all records - and
Figure 19 – just records with greater than 10 days between creation and update). Perhaps
unsurprisingly, the longer the time between creation and final update, the more likely the case was
to be closed.

1

When comparing investigation status and the number of blanks in a record, an almost bellcurve shape is evident (see Figure 20). This indicates that 18 blank fields in a form is common,
and does not appear to negatively impact investigation status. However, records with more
than approximately 22 blank fields saw a significantly increased chance of having no investigation
status listed (field also left blank), and a decreased chance of the investigation being listed as closed.
Figure { SEQ Figure \* ARABIC }: Investigation status against time since creation
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Figure { SEQ Figure \* ARABIC }: Investigation status against time since creation (greater than 10
days between creation and last update)
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Figure { SEQ Figure \* ARABIC }: Investigation status against total blanks left in form
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Where a large number of blank fields were present in an entry, there was a correlation to less time
between creation and final update. This might indicate that these incidents were considered ‘small’
or insignificant, or that records with greater numbers of blank fields are less likely to be updated in
the future. Where a smaller amount of time exists between creation and final update, the waste was
more likely to be removed than other investigation statuses listed.

3

Additionally, differences existed in the investigation status across the waste types (Figure 21).
For example, the investigation was listed as ‘other’ for household goods (e.g. whitegoods)
more than any other waste type. Given the relatively high number of dumping incidents
involving household goods (4%), this trend could be worth investigating. Reasons for investigation
status by investigation status name can be seen in Figure 22.
Figure { SEQ Figure \* ARABIC }: Investigation status (%) by waste type
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Figure { SEQ Figure \* ARABIC }: A graph showing reasons given for investigation status
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3.5 Duplicate incidents
Of the 6,219 incidents recorded in RIDonline, only 22, or less than 0.5%, were flagged as
duplicates. Ten of these appear to be real duplicates, while 6 do not appear to be real
duplicates (the others are unclear). One user was responsible for 9 of these 22 incidents.

The
issu
e of

duplicates is not extensive and is unlikely to be seriously impacting the quality of the data. The
details of each duplicate can be found in Table 4 in Appendix 1. There appear to be 3 main causes of
true duplicates being created:






A new record is created to record a new complaint about an existing incident
o From the notes in the record, this appears to be done in order to prompt further
investigation
A new record is created with additional information, rather than an existing record being
udpated
o For example, a blank record appears to be created first (perhaps to quickly log the
incident) and then a new record is created which is populated with additional
details, but unfortunately becomes the duplicate record
o This appears to occur 4 times and may indicate the user is misunderstanding the
database functionality
A new record is created with similarities to another (e.g. a similar location, waste types) on
the same day as an earlier entry
o Where the same user creates both records, this may indicate the user is
misunderstanding the database functionality
o Where the records are created by separate users (e.g. from a council and a RID
Squad or Program), it may indicate a lack of clarity around recording processes.

For duplicates that may actually be separate incidents, the main issue appears to be where multiple
incidents are recorded at a hotspot. Subsequent incidents, which from the notes appear to be
separate, are flagged as duplicates and may mean that new ID incidents are not investigated.

28
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3.6 Organisation type
The top 5 organisational users of RIDonline, in order of most incidents recorded, were
the Sydney RID Squad, the Western Sydney RID Squad, the Southern Councils Group RID
Program, the Hunter RID Squad and the Central Coast National Parks and Wildlife
Services (Figure 23). Together, these organisations created 82% of records in the
dataset.

Inci
den
ts
reco
rde
d by all organisations are shown in Figure 24 (a full list of how many records have been created by
each organisation is available in Appendix 3). Of the 61 (of 105 organisations with registered users)
agencies who have recorded at least one illegal dumping incident, 31 have only made between 1 and
3 incident records. Despite constituting over 50% of agencies who have created records, these lowrecording organisations account for less than 1% of all records.
Figure { SEQ Figure \* ARABIC }: A graph showing the top 5 organisational users of RIDonline
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Figure { SEQ Figure \* ARABIC }: A graph showing all active organisational users of RIDonline (61 of
the 105 registered organisations who have created at least 1 record)
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1

A large variation in waste types is evident in incidents recorded by organisations (Figure 25).
This may depend largely on urban/rural context (see Section 3.3.1).

Figure { SEQ Figure \* ARABIC }: Waste types most commonly recorded by organisations17
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Organisations broken down into categories, with ‘other departments, organisations’ including Department of Primary
Industries - Lands Tamworth, EPA, LG NSW, Midwaste - Clean Up and Prevention Grantee, North West Local Land Services
17
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2

Some organisations also tended to use more blank or ‘other’ fields, with most organisations
having a reasonably proportional ration of blanks to records. However, Wingecarribee,
Forestry Corporation Mid North Coast, Ashfield and Lake Macquarie each had a larger than
average proportion of blanks to total records (Figure 26). Conversely, Hunter RID Squad and
Sutherland both used proportionally more ‘other’ fields to total records.
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3.7 Intensive users
Of the 627 registered RIDonline users, 139 individual users have created a record, with
the top 20 individual users accounting for just under 70% of incident records. The top 12
users accounted for more than 50% of records, and the top 7 users had generated 2,353
records (38%) between them. These top users represent a large proportion of RIDonline
activity and, therefore, an opportunity to address common error patterns to improve
the quality of data entered into the RIDonline database.

Figu
re
27
disp
lays
the
cumulative total (%) records of illegal dumping incidents recorded by user. As indicated in the figure,
top users create the majority of entries, and the analysis is focused on trends associated with these
individuals. Figure 28 shows the number of incident records created by the top 7 users.
However, the EPA may also find it useful to contact some users who have created few or no records.
This may reveal any challenges these users are facing, for example in integrating RIDonline with their
other systems, or in understanding the functionality.
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Figure { SEQ Figure \* ARABIC }: A graph showing the cumulative percentage of illegal dumping incident records by user
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Figure { SEQ Figure \* ARABIC }: Number of records generated by the top 7 users
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Figure 29 displays the priority18 fields that were left blank by intensive users, with some variation
shown in the use of these fields. Consistently across these users, the ‘cleaner name’ and ‘estimated
weight’ fields were more commonly left blank. Figure 30 shows the top 10 users and their use of
blank fields and ‘other’, while Figure 31 shows the waste types selected by intensive users. While
one user’s use of a blank field for waste type is highlighted (see separate user-specific document), no
further trends are notable.
Figure { SEQ Figure \* ARABIC }: Number of priority fields left blank by the top 7 users
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User 3
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Sum of landownername BLANK
Sum of calculatedweight BLANK
Sum of cleanername BLANK
Sum of investigationstatusname BLANK

User 5

User 6

User 7

Sum of wasteprimaryname BLANK
Sum of estimatedweight BLANK
Sum of Both weight fields BLANK

Priority fields were identified as those most critical to understanding the nature of illegal dumping in NSW: ‘landowner
name’, ‘calculated weight’, ‘estimated weight’, ‘cleaner name’, ‘investigation status’ and ‘wasteprimaryname’.
18
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Figure { SEQ Figure \* ARABIC }: Number of important fields left blank by the top 10 users
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Figure { SEQ Figure \* ARABIC }: Waste types commonly selected by the top 7 users19
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3.8 Changes over time
Differences in the number of incidents recorded, waste type, investigation status and
the use of blanks were found between the first and fourth month of the RIDonline
dataset analysed. While changes in waste type could be due to seasonal variance,
changes in investigation status and the use of blanks could be due to users adjusting to
the use of the RIDonline program, or developing their personal ‘style’ of recording.

Diff
ere
nce
s in
the
data gathered between months 1 and 4 of the dataset highlight several trends - most notably, the
number of incidents recorded increased from 718 in the first 31 day period of the program to 1,808
in the final 31 day period of the program’s fourth month. However, this is likely due to an increased
number of total users, due to the ID team’s efforts to expand usage.
Additionally, Figure 32 displays a difference in the range of investigation statuses between the two
months, with the noteworthy trend of an increased number of investigations status fields left blank.
Additionally, proportionally fewer investigations in month 4 were deemed to have ‘insufficient
information’ or to be marked as having had ‘waste removed’. No field except ‘regulatory action
taken’ had a similar array of investigation statuses between the two 31-day periods. However, the
percentage of closed investigations during the final 31 day period of the dataset also increased.
Figure { SEQ Figure \* ARABIC }: Changes in investigation status between months one and four
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Between the first and fourth months of RIDonline, the proportion of blanks throughout all fields left
blank also varied, with the number of blanks used peaking higher for priority fields (at 3 blank fields
instead of 2) in month 4 than in month 1 (Figure 33).

19

Users named by number of records created, i.e. records created descends from User 1 –User 7
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Figure { SEQ Figure \* ARABIC }: Changes in the percentage of priority fields left blank between
months 1 and 4
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Figure 34 and Figure 35 display the difference between incident count and calculated weight by
waste type between months one and four. These show changes in the types and amount of certain
materials, such as soil, mulch, household items such as furniture and clothes and asbestos found
each month.
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Figure { SEQ Figure \* ARABIC }: The sum of calculated weight of waste types against incident
count in month one of RIDonline
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Figure { SEQ Figure \* ARABIC }: The sum of calculated weight of waste types against incident
count in month four of RIDonline
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4 Recommendations
Following analysis of the initial dataset, Databuild suggests recommendations across 4 areas:
1. The EPA could review the conversion factors used in the calculation of weights based on volumes:




To verify the existing conversion factors by comparing the recorded weights with measured
weights e.g. where cleaned up material crosses a weighbridge
Further discussions with users to better understand these trends and identify any potential
need for user training on estimating weights
Considering the use of conversion factors based on the number of items for specific waste
types, where these are more easily counted and where the relationship between volume
and weight varies most, e.g. household appliances.

If the EPA decides to pursue conversion factors based on numbers of items, it may be appropriate to
review the average weights defined by other organisations. For example, in the UK:



The Furniture Reuse Network have identified average weights for many common items and
these could be used as a starting point20
The Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) manages the Flycapture
database on illegal dumping. Limited data has been published21, but further information can
be requested22.

2. The EPA could encourage greater use of priority optional fields, to reduce the number of blank
entries and improve the quality of data available for recording. This could include:




Identifying the priority optional fields that users should focus on completing, such as
o cleanupcost
o cleanuppaidby
o estimatedweight
o investigationstatusname
o investigationstatusreasonname
o landownername
o wasteprimaryname
Consideration of whether any of these fields should be mandatory for completion23 and how
to encourage completion.

3. Identifying the best way to communicate requirements and changes to users. This will be
explored further in Stage 2 of the project, as part of the audit plan, and may include

http://www.frn.org.uk/documents/FRN%202009%20Final%20average%20weights%20list.pdf
For example,
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/469566/Flycapture_201415_Statistical_r
elease_FINAL.pdf
22 Contact flytipping@defra.gov.uk
23 Databuild understands that the waste type will become mandatory in the next update to RIDonline.
20
21
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Characterising a small number of categories of users (e.g. intensive, medium-activity, lowactivity/ one-off) who may need specific information or support
Providing information, such as
o Guidance on how to capture and input information, in order to improve consistency
of reporting (e.g. how to measure complex incidents, when to estimate the weight)
o Tips on functionality and common tasks
o Examples of how the data has been reported and used
A selection of methods for sharing the information, such as
o Targeting all users via newsletters and webinars/ workshops
o Contacting key users individually (e.g. those creating most records, those with most
blanks).

4. The EPA could seek further feedback from selected users, in order to better understand the
trends in the data. This could include speaking to selected:





Low level users – i.e. those who have created accounts but have created no or few records.
This might help the ID team to understand why some users are not engaging with RIDonline
more and whether this will lead to a gap in the data
Users making common errors – to ensure they understand the functionality properly and to
gain understanding of whether there are adjustments that are required
‘Super users’ – those who create the greatest number of records, as ensuring that these
users are inputting high quality data will impact a large proportion of the dataset.
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5 Appendix 1 – Duplicate records
Table { SEQ Table \* ARABIC }: Details of the 22 records flagged as duplicates
Record Related
ID
Incident ID

True
duplicate?

45195

42729

Y

40545

Y
Unknown

40516

40511
40912,
40918,
40518
40912,
40918,
40518

43195

43200

Unknown

46096

46020

Y

44378

44330

Y

43933

Y

43433
40425

43503
Not clear,
potentially
43920
40419

43554
43418

43546
Not clear

Y
Unknown

42900

42886

Unknown

42533

43856

Y

41487
44319

41398
Not clear

Y
Unknown

45002

45001

N

44621
44665

42734
42734

N
N

40915

Unknown

Y
Y

Apparent reason
New record created to reflect a new complaint about an old
incident. Original created by Hunter RID Squad
New record created rather than an existing one updated
with additional information
There are several blank records at very similar locations
(based on latitude/longitude). Insufficient detail in record to
assess further
There are several blank records at very similar locations
(based on latitude/longitude). Insufficient detail in record to
assess further
The record is for the same location as another record
created at similar time. Waste types are different
(household v mattress), but could just be an update.
Insufficient detail in record to assess further
Records created by a different user, but same location and
waste type
New record created to reflect a new complaint about an old
incident. Original created by same user
Appears a new record was created for an update. Same user,
same incident - location different (but it's the intersection of
the same roads)
Appears to be multiple nearby records, of a couple of waste
types. There are several records, created by the RID Squad
and Lake Macquarie Council
New record created rather than update to an existing record
Records created by different users - appears to be same
incident, recorded by different people
Insufficient detail in record to assess
This report is blank but created at similar to time to another
that contains information, so could be a duplicate
Minimal information in both records, but appears to be
similar waste type and similar location
Same issue recorded by public user a couple of days earlier.
Appears to be a known hotspot
Couldn't identify a similar record
Potentially not a true duplicate. Both records refer to 23
Park Ave, but refer to different unit numbers (5 & 6).
Records were created at similar times, but refer to one set of
rubbish on the road and the other thrown over fence into
reserve
Potentially not a true duplicate. Appears to be a hotspot for
ID - the same location, but materials are different, recorded
on different days
Potentially not a true duplicate. Appears to be a hotspot for
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44663

not clear

N

44341

44333

N

43453

42734

N

ID - the same location, but materials are different, recorded
on different days
Potentially not a true duplicate. This location is at the same
ID hotspot noted for above records (corner Amber Way and
Reservoir Rd) - materials are different from other records
Potentially not a true duplicate. Records created at similar
time, but incidents were recorded on different days. Similar
location and both incidents relate to council collection day
pick-ups, but do appear to be separate
Potentially not a true duplicate. Appears to be a hotspot for
ID - the same location, but materials are different, recorded
on different days
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6 Appendix 2 – Conversion factors
Waste Type
Commercial & Industrial
Construction & demolition;
brick, tiles, timber, concrete
Asbestos; mixed with other
waste
Asbestos; Fibro sheets

Household- White goods e.g.
fridge

Household- Items; furniture,
clothes, carpets
Household-General Waste;
e.g. nappies, food

Electronic Waste; TV's,
computers
Liquid Waste; Paint, oils,
chemicals

Tyres

Density (typical) kg per
cubic metre

Databuild comments - waste volume

Databuild comments - number of items

272 Volume is probably most appropriate
1420 Volume is probably most appropriate
1420 Volume is probably most appropriate
1600 Volume is probably most appropriate

Could use volume if/where not practical to capture
113 number of items

Might be easier to record the number of items and
then be more accurate to use an average weight for
each type of item (e.g. small fridge, large fridge,
washing machine, drier)

Quite a big difference in density / how much
volume is just air for items in this category.
Could use volume if/where not practical to capture
146 number of items.

Again, number of items might be easier to record for
some items (e.g. pieces of furniture) and also lead to
more accurate conversions if factors are set for each
item (e.g. dining chair, lounge chair, table)

130 Volume is probably most appropriate
Number of items is likely to be easier to record and
may be more accurate. In the UK, WRAP categorise
as small, medium and large - RIDonline could
provide some examples of items that would be
classed under each category to guide the user

113
950 Volume is probably most appropriate

Estimate/count number and possibly include a
differentiation between size (e.g. car v heavy
vehicle) if this is appropriate

200
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Packaging or Paper; plastic,
paper, cardboard
Food Waste including cooking
oil

Vehicles and Car Parts
Soil and excavated material
Green Waste
Batteries
Wood waste; pallets, crates,
offcuts
Scrap Metal
Other-0 value
(old) Municipal /domestic)
Mattresses
Mulch

114 Volume is probably most appropriate
535 Volume is probably most appropriate

900
985 Volume is probably most appropriate
338 Volume is probably most appropriate
1000 Volume is probably most appropriate
500
900
0
130
50
350

Use number and differentiate size/type of vehicles.
Might be useful to split out car parts and possibly
measure these by volume

Volume is probably most appropriate
Volume is probably most appropriate
Volume is probably most appropriate
Volume is probably most appropriate
As with household, use the number
Volume is probably most appropriate
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7 Appendix 3 - Table of agencies and total incidents recorded
Agency

Total records created

Sydney RID squad

1820

Western Sydney RID squad

1446

Southern Councils Group RID program

1055

Hunter RID squad

468

National Parks & Wildlife Services Central Coast Hunter

320

LAKE MACQUARIE

218

ASHFIELD

148

WINGECARRIBEE

138

MAITLAND

113

Forestry Corporation - Mid North Coast

87

SUTHERLAND

84

WAVERLEY

65

GREATER TAREE

28

PORT MACQUARIE-HASTINGS

22

ALBURY

21

TAMWORTH REGIONAL

18

NSW National Parks & Wildlife Services Lower North Coast Area

17

NSW National Parks & Wildlife Services - Macleay

17

GOULBURN MULWAREE

13

EPA

11

RYDE

9

LEETON

9

GREATER HUME

8

GRIFFITH

8

COFFS HARBOUR

7

Forestry Cooperation of NSW - North Coast

6

GUNNEDAH

5

HOLROYD

4

LITHGOW

4

HAY

4

GOSFORD

3

Midwaste - Clean Up and Prevention Grantee

3

WENTWORTH

3

DUNGOG

3

BELLINGEN

2

WYONG

2

BANKSTOWN

2

BROKEN HILL

2

NEWCASTLE

2

Department of Primary Industries - Lands Tamworth

2

LANE COVE

2
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HORNSBY

1

KIAMA

1

WOLLONGONG

1

Forestry Corporation of NSW - Northern Softwoods

1

HURSTVILLE

1

PENRITH

1

PORT STEPHENS

1

ROCKDALE

1

STRATHFIELD

1

WOLLONDILLY

1

TUMUT

1

KEMPSEY

1

LG NSW

1

NSW National Park & Wildlife Service - Coffs Coast Area

1

LIVERPOOL PLAINS

1

BOURKE

1

HUNTERS HILL

1

North West Local Land Services

1

COBAR

1

WAKOOL

1
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